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ABSTRACT
We use an accurate s p V  tight-binding Hamiltonian to present a strong case 
to support the theory of a two-band anti-crossing model describing the 
electronic structure of GaNxAsi_x and inyGai_yNxAsi_x alloys, in terms of the 
interaction between the conduction band edge and a higher-lying band of 
resonant nitrogen states. For the first time, we derive the functional 
dependence of the matrix elements of the two-band model and evaluate its 
parameters a, and En. The model is shown to be accurate for band gap 
calculations up to a range of nitrogen composition, x of around 0.1 and is 
used to calculate other important properties of the alloy throughout this range. 
We explicitly identify and track the resonant state in GaNxAsi_x even to alloy 
compositions as large as x=0.25, where we find that the conduction band 
edge energy can be described analytically assuming independent resonant 
states up to x~0.03, but interactions between neighbouring resonances must 
be included for larger x. We find that the resonant state in lnyGai_yNxAsi_x 
alloys is strongly influenced by its local environment and show that a unique 
N state exists for each of the five different nearest neighbour configurations.
We develop a simple yet accurate model that can describe the 
lnyGai_yNxAsi_x system with a very large number of randomly distributed N 
atoms by representing the resonant state for a given x and y as a linear 
combination of the five unique "isolated" N states. We use the model to show 
how a statistical distribution of N states effects the resonant band spectrum 
and its variation with N and In composition; and show how variations in this 
distribution can lead to fluctuations in the energy gap and other calculated 
transition energies. In this we demonstrate the importance of N-N pair states.
We carry out a detailed analysis to show how the various components 
of the defect Hamiltonian that describes the perturbation In a Gas2NiAs3i 
system, affect the values of (3 and En, and show that in its complete form 
isoelectronic impurities other than nitrogen only give rise to a minor 
perturbation in the band structure of lll-V compounds. We also find that for a 
Ga32NiAs3i system, the resonant state can be given by an Arsymmetric 
combination of L and two-thirds I  states weighted approximately two-to-one. 
This result also applies to most other A32N1B31 systems. Using this and a 
generalised form for the Arsymmetric defect Hamiltonian, we derive simple 
yet accurate expressions for p and En in terms of just two atomic properties 
and the energy of the L and two-thirds I  points in the host compound.
Finally, we extend the two-band anti-crossing model and derive a 
multi-band k.P Hamiltonian that describes the band structure of ordered 
GaNAs systems and of GaNAs with a statistical distribution of N states.
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CHAPTER 1
General Introduction and Overview of Thesis
1.1 Introduction .
There has been considerable interest recently in the lll-V alloy system, 
Gai-ylnyNxAsi_x- Although the energy gap of GaN (3.2 eV) is more than 
twice that of GaAs (1.52 eV) when a small fraction of the arsenic atoms in 
GaAs are replaced by nitrogen atoms the band gap initially decreases 
rapidly, at about 0,1 eV per % of N for x < 0.03 [1]. This opens the 
possibility of using GalnNAs to get optical emission on a GaAs substrate 
at the technologically important wavelengths of 1.3 pm and 1.55 pm [2], 
hence considerably expanding the capabilities of GaAs for optoelectronics. 
Several theoretical investigations have suggested that the reduction in 
energy gap is due to a highly localised perturbation associated with the N 
atoms [3-7], but until recently there has been no simple theory to enable 
prediction of the variation with N composition, x, and In composition, y, of 
such key properties as the energy gap, Eg(x,y), the Kane interband 
momentum matrix element P, and the conduction and valence band edge 
effective masses, m*c and my*. A major experimental breakthrough was 
achieved with the demonstration (using hydrostatic pressure 
measurements) that the conduction band minimum contains a significant 
admixture of a higher-lying resonant band formed by nitrogen states in the 
GalnNAs alloys [8].
In order to explain the observed pressure dependence of the 
conduction band edge energy, Shan et al [8] introduced a simple model of 
two interacting energy levels, one at energy Em associated with the 
extended states of the GalnAs matrix, and the other at energy En 
associated with the localised N impurity states, with the two states linked 
by a matrix element Vmn describing the interaction between them. The 
energy of the conduction band edge and of the nitrogen impurity band in 
Gai-ylnyNxAsi-x are then determined by finding the eigenvalues of a 2 x 2 
determinant.
We build on that experimental work here and use the tight-binding 
method to provide a unifying picture of the band structure of 
Gai-ylnyNxAsi-x for low N content (x <~ 0.1).
1.2 Overview
This work is presented in 6 chapters.
To describe the band structure of Gai_ylnyNxAsi_x we have 
developed an accurate sp^s* tight-binding Hamiltonian that accounts for 
the observed variation in band gap of GaNxAsi-x and for the comparatively 
weaker effect in InNxAsi-x, giving results in excellent agreement to 
experiment [1,9-14]. It also gives results in good agreement with 
pseudopotential calculations over the complete GaNxAsi-x range [7]. Full 
details of the model are presented in Chapter 2.
In Chapter 3 we present a relatively simple theoretical 2 band 
model, as proposed by Shan et al, to account for the anomalously large 
band gap bowing coefficient that is observed in Gai-ylnyNxAsi-x. Using the 
tight-binding Hamiltonian described in chapter 2, we derive the functional 
dependence of the elements of the 2 x 2 matrix describing the interaction 
between the N resonant level and the conduction band edge,
Eff{x,y) Vff^ Çx.y)
Vff^ (x,y) E^ ix.y)
where x is the N concentration, and y the In concentration. We derive 
analytical expressibns for the variation with composition of the energy gap, 
interband transition matrix element and conduction band edge effective 
mass in Gai_ylnyNxAsi_x alloys for x <~ 0.2. The model is then shown to be 
supported by detailed band structure calculations using the s p V  tight- 
binding Hamiltonian.
To date, there remains some controversy over the detaiis of the 
perturbation interaction associated with the N atoms. The suggestion that 
the reduction in energy gap is due to an interaction between the 
conduction band edge and a higher lying band of localised N states (Shan 
et al), was questioned by a range of recent theoretical studies, where the 
pseudopotential method had been employed to carry out detailed 
investigations of the lower-lying conduction band states in ordered 
GaNxAsi-x supercells [15,16]. In Chapter 4, we present a strong case to 
support the interaction model by explicitly identifying the N state for a large
supercell, which is shown to be highly localised. This is then used as a 
template to track the resonant state in other supercell calculations of 
increasing nitrogen density, where it is shown that the N state remains 
largely unchanged up to alloy compositions as large as x ~ 0.25. We then 
demonstrate that the resonant state interaction with the conduction band 
edge does indeed give rise to the dramatic reduction in energy gap 
observed in GaNxAsi_x and related alloys. Because the higher-lying state 
is a resonance, it is distributed over several levels. We demonstrate for the 
Ga32NiAs3i supercell that these levels amount to just a few. This allows for 
an analytical expression, which assumes that neighbouring resonant 
states are independent of each other, to describe the variation in 
conduction band edge energy up to x~0.03. This model is fully developed 
and then generalised to apply to any ACxBi_x system in Chapter 6.
In Chapter 5, we extend the two-band model and derive a modified 
three-band k.P Hamiltonian which describes the conduction band 
dispersion of ordered GaNxAsi_x crystals, for small x, accurately to within 
-200meV of the conduction band edge. We also introduce a five-band k.P 
Hamiltonian for a wider energy range.
In Chapter 7, we develop a model for disordered lnyGai_yNxAsi_x 
systems that employs the same principle as the method used earlier in 
Chapter 4, to identify and track the resonance across the alloy range. The 
model allows us to carry out calculations for a very large sample of 
randomly distributed nitrogen atoms, and so to estimate effects of a 
statistical distribution of N states on the resonant band spectrum and its 
variation with x and y. We can also highlight features in the spectra
associated with N-N paired states and other types of nitrogen clustering, 
and finally estimate how variations in the N distribution can lead to 
fluctuations in the energy gap and calculated transition energies.
Finally in Chapter 8, we summarise the conclusions of our work 
and suggest ways in which the work can be extended and applied to a 
range of further problems associated with the general behaviour of dilute 
nitride and other tetrahedrally bonded semiconductor alloys.
CHAPTER 2
Method of calculation
2.1 Introduction
We present in this chapter the calculation methods and parameters 
used in the tight-binding calculations undertaken in this thesis. We first 
outline in section 2.2 the crystal relaxation procedure used to obtain the 
equilibrium atomic positions in an lnyGai_yNxAsi_x supeiCeli. We then describe 
in section 2.3 how the tight-binding parameters are chosen to reproduce the 
band structure of the bulk binary crystals GaAs, InAs, GaN and InN. We 
finally describe in section 2.4 how the tight-binding parameters are chosen to 
vary with bond length and nearest neighbour environment in relaxed supercell 
structures, with the parameter variation chosen to reproduce accurately a 
wide range of band structure deformation potentials.
2.2 Relaxation Model
Throughout our work we use various supercells to represent the 
GaNxAsi_x alloy. For each composition we randomly distribute the appropriate 
mixtures of N and As atoms on the anion sites. We fix the symmetry of the 
supercell and take the lattice constant to vary linearly as a function of the x 
composition (first-principle LDA total energy calculations for GaNxAsi_x 
showed a near-linear variation in lattice constant [6,17] ). We use the GULP 
molecular relaxation package [18] to calculate the equilibrium positions of all
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the atoms for a parametrized valence force field (VFF) [19,20]. In this VF F we 
use the appropriate bond-stretching (a) and bond-bending {p) force constants 
of ref. [20] for GaAs and ref. [21] for GaN. We find that the calculated relaxed 
bond lengths are in good agreement with those obtained by other authors [6]. 
We use a similar supercell representation of the lnyGai_yNxAsi_x alloy. We 
distribute the mixed group V and group III elements at random on the anion 
and cation lattice sites respectively, fully relaxing atomic positions by the 
same procedure, including, In addition, bond-stretching and bond-bending 
force constants for InAs [20] and InN [21]. The lattice constant of the 
lnyGai_yNxAsi_x alloy is assumed to vary linearly as a function of the 
compositions x and y.
2.3 Tight-binding parameterisation: bulk binary crystals
We use the semiempirical nearest neighbour s p V  tight-binding 
method to calculate the electronic structure throughout this thesis. The 
method provides a well established technique to calculate the band structure 
of lll-V and other tetrahedrally bonded semiconductors [22], and has also 
been widely used to describe the electronic structure of a wide range of 
substitutional defects [23, 24]. A good general introduction to such 
techniques can be found for instance in Harrison [25], with specific details of 
the model from which we start in ref. [22].
The sp^s* tight-binding method describes each atom using a basis of 
one valence s orbital and three valence p orbitals, and treats the effects of 
higher-lying states by introducing an excited s-like orbital on each atom.
referred to as the s* orbital. The orbital self-energies in a bulk semiconductor 
and the interatomic matrix elements between orbitals on neighbouring atoms 
are obtained by adjusting the parameters to obtain a good fit to the energies 
of states at the r  and X symmetry points in the band structure. Full details of 
the procedure are given in [22]. Trends in the calculated s and p orbital self­
energies are in good agreement with known trends in the free atom energy 
levels, while the magnitude of the nearest neighbour interactions tends to 
decrease with increasing interatomic separation, again in agreement with 
expectation.
VogI et al have presented s p V  parameters in the literature for GaAs 
and several other lll-V semiconductors [22]. We observed however that 
although the parameters for GaAs provided a good fit to the r  and X 
conduction band minima, they underestimated the energy of the L conduction 
band minimum by about 0.1 eV, predicting it to lie 0.14 eV above the T 
conduction band minimum as opposed to the experimental value of 0.33 eV 
(an error of ~ 60% in the r -L  energy separation). Our first GaNxAsi_x alloy 
calculations used these parameters for GaAs [26]. We observed from our 
calculations (see Chapters 4 and 6) that the value of the L - r  energy plays a 
critical role in determining the energy of the resonant level above the 
conduction band minimum. For this reason it was important to reproduce the 
correct energy of the L conduction band minimum by modifying the literature 
values. We adjusted them to fit experimental valence and first conduction 
band energies at r ,  X and L [27], and then fine tuned them to obtain a tight
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fit to the generally accepted r  and L conduction band minima at room 
temperature.
The parameters used for inAs in lnyGai_yNxAsi_x alloy calculations, 
were taken straight from the literature [22] and modified to give the correct 
band gap at room temperature.
The parameters for zincblende GaN were taken from a calculation 
performed by Rubio et ai. [28]. They employed the GW approximation in 
conjunction with an ab initio pseudopotential to calculate the band structure 
for GaN and also AIN. This method [29, 30] is known to be very powerful for 
predicting energy excitations and gives good agreement with experiment. No 
such calculation, using this method was available for zincblende InN. 
However first principle local-density approximation (LDA) pseudopotential 
calculations have been made on the electronic structure of InN in the 
zincblende phase [31] as well as for other nitrides. The problem with 
calculations using LDA theory is that the method underestimates both the 
band gaps and band widths by ~ 1-2 eV, although it is a very reliable method 
for predicting structural properties. We employed a simple technique to 
estimate the correction to the InN LDA calculation at each required symmetry 
point. For the valence bands, we used the difference in energy between the 
InN LDA and GaN LDA calculations and added it to the GaN GW calculation^ 
For the two lowest conduction bands, we employed the usual ‘scissoring’
 ^ We tested the reliability of this method by applying it to AIN, where both GW and LDA 
calculations have been performed. The values of the corrected LDA valence band energies at 
the r , L and X symmetry points lie within ~ 0.3 eV of the Gi/V values.
approach, where a simple upward translation in energy of the conduction 
bands is performed by an amount that reproduces the correct direct band gap 
[32]. These corrected band structure points were then used to obtain the 
parameters for InN.
Table 2.1 shows the values of the tight-binding parameters we used to 
fit the band structures of GaAs, InAs, GaN and InN. For the case of GaAs, we 
show for comparison the values from ref. [22] (parentheses), while Table 2.2 
shows the eigenvalues at a number of high symmetry points, calculated using 
the parameters in Table 2.1.
2.4 Relaxed alloy parameters
Having established the tight-binding parameters for the bulk semiconductors, 
we then considered how they should be modified in alloys, and as the bond 
lengths and angles are distorted.
2.4.1 Diagonal matrix terms and their dependence on neighbour 
species
The orbital energies for Ga in GaAs are different to those in GaN. In the 
GaNxAsi-x Hamiltonian, the diagonal terms for Ga are taken to be a weighted 
average over the two values according to the proportion of N to As nearest 
neighbours. For the case of lnyGai_yNxAsi_x the same rule was applied to all 
four elements.
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GaAs GaN InAs InN
-8.6336
(-8.3431)
-15.2956 -9.2881 -15.4980
E% -2.9474
(-2.6569)
-3.9644 -2.4719 -3.0420
1.0414
(1.0414)
0.8897 1.1599 0.9082
3.6686
(3.6686)
6.7502 3.9701 6.9518
EV 7.0914
(7.5412)
9.92 7.6599 10.130
EV 6.5386
(6.7397)
9.92 6.9901 10.130
ss<y
(=%v«,)
-1.6572
(-1.6128)
-2.1952 -1.3702 -1.6243
SaPc^
(—^VVsapc)
2.2542
(1.9400)
2.8236 1.3144 1.8334
ScPaO
(s"^ %Vscpa)
2.3339
(2.5045)
3.1380 2.3551 2.8642
ppa 2.9811
(2.9811)
5.6452 2.6946 5.2723
PP7X -0.7576
(-0.7576)
-0.8163 -0.6574 -0.6060
S*aPcCT 
(='^ %Vs*apc) .
1.9924
(1.9216)
1.3640 1.4602 1.2098
S*cPaO
(^ ^%Vs-cpa)
1.6610
(2.0821)
3.0657 1.6930 2.9797
TABLE 2.1: Energies (in eV) of the spV* tight-binding parameters used for bulk GaAs, GaN,
InAs and InN band structures. For GaAs, the second set of values (In parentheses) are from 
those used by VogI et al [22]. We have chosen the zeros of energy at the GaAs valence band 
maximum and assumed the valence band maximum of InAs, GaN and InN to lie, respectively, 
at, 0.25 eV above that of GaAs [33], 2.28 eV below that of GaAs [7] and 0.26 eV [34] above 
that of GaN.
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GaAs GaN InAs InN
Tiv -13.00 -20.08 -12.33 -18.02
Tisv 0.00 -2.28 0.25 -2.02
Tic 1,422 0.82 0.57 -0.02
Fisc 4.71 9.92 4.88 10.38
Xlv -10.69 -17.10 -9.98 -16.03
Xav -7.08 -10.13 -7.29 -8.71
Xsv -2.80 -5.38 -2.12 -4.22
Xlc 2.029 2.42 2.53 2.78
Xac 2.58 6.12 2.91 6.18
Liv -11.40 -18.00 -10.78 -16.60
Lav -6.69 -8.84 -6.08 -8.14
Lav -1.355 -3.75 -0.89 -3.10
Lic 1.729 1.90 1.60 1.90
Lac 3.79 7.22 4.47 7.41
TABLE 2.2 Eigenvalues (in eV) of bulk GaAs, GaN, InAs and InN at a number of high 
symmetry points, calculated using the parameters in Table 2.1.
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2.4.2 Off-diagonal matrix terms and their dependence on linear and 
shear strain
For interactions between Ga and As(N) [In and As(N)], we use the 
GaAs(GaN) [InAs(lnN)] hopping parameters scaled by the change in direction 
cosines (as given by the two-centre integral expressions of Slater and Koster) 
and scaled by the change in GaAs(GaN) [InAs(lnN)] bond length, d, 
compared to the equilibrium bond length, do. For the bond length 
dependence, the scaling factor is (do/df , where the exponent n is different 
for each type of interaction i.e. ssa, spq etc.
2.4.3 Evaluation of Exponents
If hydrostatic strain only modifies the off-diagonal terms according to the 
scaling law outlined above, then the absolute hydrostatic deformation 
potentials for the following states can be written as
a(ric ) = - (3 2 (s s o f /isso-)/(3(ric-riv)) (2.1)
a(ri5v) = 32(pp(j+2pp7r)(ppcr nppcr+2ppn npp^)l{27{^^5c-T^5v)) (2.2)
a(Lsv) = 8(2ppa+pp7t)(2pp<T nppa+ppn /JppJ/(27(ri5c+ri5v-2L3v)) (2.3)
a(Xsv) = 32(ppcr-pp7t)(ppa nppa~pp% npp^)/(27(ri5c+ri5v-2X5v)) (2.4)
a(X'icf3c^ )GWB((^  “  ~3(SaPcCr |c ”^s }^ s a p c a ~  S aPcC |c "^s%|^ s*apco)(c ^pj/(3V3) (2.5)
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Q^^ Zc(1c))Qafief3Eh^  8(ScPa0‘ |C ‘^s}^sapccr~ ^*cPn^ |c %*J^ s*cpacr)|C ^®pJ/(3'\/3) (2.6)
a(Lic) = -4|ssa c \ c \ \ n s s J ^  + 4(ppa /ipp^ r+4pp7i npp^ )] c^'"pc\|/3 
~4(SapcCy |C ’‘'sJ^ sapc<T“  S*aPc(T |c ’‘'s*J/Js*apco)|a '"pJ/'V3
~4(ScPaO' |c %jf^scpaa-~ S*cPaG |C *‘’s*Jns*cpatr)lC '®pJ/V3 (2.7)
where the parameters ssa, pprc etc and eigenvalues Tic, F i5v etc are those 
from Tables 2.1 and 2.2 respectively and di is the value of the wavefunotion 
of state j  on orbital /.
2.4.4 Details of fitting procedure
The exponents for GaAs, GaN, InAs and InN were calculated in the following 
way. fJssa was obtained by satisfying equation (2.1), rippo- and npp„ were
chosen to give an exact fit to a(Ti5v) via equation (2.2) and an optimised fit to
a(Xsv) and a(Lsv) via equations (2.3) and (2.4). The remaining 4 parameters, 
nsapca, riscpacx, ««‘apccr and ns*cpatT Were determined from equations (2.5)-(2.7) 
by setting nsapca = ngcpa<^  n^ p. Calculated exponents for GaAs, GaN, InAs 
and InN, using the deformation potentials in Table 2.4, are presented in Table 
2.3. The resultant deformation potentials, calculated using eq. (2.1)-(2.7), are 
also shown in Table 2.4.
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2.4.5 Shear strain dependence of the s*pa interactions
Assuming that the angular dependence of the s*pq interactions can be given 
by the two-oentre integral rule, results in an incorrect prediction of the Xic 
splitting under the action of a [001] biaxial strain; such a strain has no 
dependence on the exponents. This is a limitation of the sp^s* 
parameterisation where d states are explicitly required to give a correct 
prediction of this splitting. An expression that modifies the s*-p interactions to 
take account of the physical behaviour of true d states under biaxial strain 
was presented by Munoz and Armelles [35]. Their expression was for a 
uniform strain field. We generalised this expression to enable us to apply it to 
a local distortion in the crystal. The expression depends not Just on distance 
but also on the direction cosines between the interacting atoms. The 
combined linear and shear strain dependence for the s*pa interactions is 
given for the interaction s*xa between the s* state and a px orbital as
s*x<T = s*pa(do/df^''‘> x [ ( 1  +2F) |/| -  F(|m|+|n| ) ] lAl | (2.8)
where {l,m,n) are the direction cosines and F is equal to -0.63 [35].
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By cyclically transmuting the direction cosines we obtain similar expressions 
for s*ya and s*zq respectively.
Hap GaAs GaN InAs InN
ssa 4.6 3.6 4.5 3.4
SaPcCr 5.2 8.7 . 5.2 8.7
ScPaCy 5.2 8.7 5.2 8.7
ppa 1.78 0.94 1.78 ' 0.94
PP71 4.85 3.25 5.72 4.74
S aPc^ r 3.3 2.5 3.3 1.0
S*cPaCy 6.5 8.8 6.5 9.5
TABLE 2.3 : Calculated Indices, , that describe the distance dependence 
of the interatomic interactions between orbital a and orbital p.
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a (eV) GaAs InAs GaN InN
Tic -9.3, -9.3^ -7.0,-7.0"' -9.0, -9.0' -5.3,-5.3*
F i5v -0.8. -0.8" -1.0,-1.0* 0.0, 0.0" -0.3,-0.3*'
1—3v 1.5, 0.5" 1.2 1.6,1.3' 1.4, l . f
Xsv 3.9,4.4" 3.6 3.3, 3.5' 3.2, 3 .4J
Lic -4.9, -4.9' -2.6 -9.6, -9.6' -6.7, -6.7*
Xlc 0.2, 0.2® 1.6 -2.7, -2.7' -1.8, -1.8*
Xsc -0.8, -0.8" -0.1 -4.0, -4.0' -2.4
TABLE 2.4 : Calculated absolute hydrostatic deformation potentials using the 
exponents in Table 2.3 to describe the variation in the off-diagonal matrix 
elements with interatomic separation. A superscript refers to the value used 
in the fitting procedure and to how they were obtained (see accompanying 
notes).
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a The experimental CB minimum absolute deformation potential (DP) measured at -9.3 eV 
7361
b a(rio) of (a) minus the experimental direct band gap DP measured at -8.5 eV [27]
c Given by a'(ri5v)GaN-a'(Fisv)GaAs'^ 9(risv)GaAs, where a'(Fisv)GaN sud a'(Fi5v)GaAs see the 
absolute DP’s calculated within Van der Walle's model solid approach [33], equal to 2 
and 1.2 eV respectively, and a{risv)GpAs is the VBM DP for GaAs of this work. .
d The first value is given by eq(2.3) using the optimised Opp^ and /?pp,r exponents in Table 
2.4. The value in parentheses was used in the fitting procedure and is given by 
a(Lic-ri5v)-a(Lic-L3v)+ a(risv), where a(Lic-risv) and a(Lic-Uv) are the measured band 
gap DP’s from ref [271.
e The first value is given by eq(2.4) using the optimised npp^ and /ipp,^  exponents in Table 
2.4. The value in parentheses was used in the fitting procedure and is given by 
a(Xic-ri5v)-a(Xic-X5v)+ afTisv), where a(Xic-risv) and afXic-Xsv) are the measured band 
gap DP’s from ref [271.
f The Lic-ri5v band gap DP measured at -4.1eV[27] + a(ri5v) of this work
g The Xic-Fisv band gap DP measured at 0.95eV[27] + afFisv) of this work
h The Xac-r s^v band gap DP calculated at -0.1 eV [37] + a(ri5v) of this work
i We used the relevant relative Tic, Lie, Xic, Xsc DP's of ref [15], calculated with respect to 
the VB maximum, + GW  band gap DP correction of -2eV [38] + relevant a(ri5v) of this 
work
j The first value was used in the fitting procedure and is given by using the relevant relative 
Lsvi Xsv DP's of ref [21], calculated with respect to the VB maximum, + the relevant 
a(ri5v) of this work. The value in parentheses is given by eq(2.3) and eq(2.4) using the 
optimised Moooand exponents in Table 2.4.
k As (c) using the relevant VB maximum DP for InN from ref [33] (a(risv)=1.7eV)
1 As (c) using the relevant VB maximum DP for InAs from ref [33] (a(ri5v)=1.0eV)
m The relevant a(ris) of this work + the direct band gap DP for InAs measured at -6.0 eV 
[27]
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CHAPTER 3
THEORY OF ENHANCED BAND GAP NON-PARABOLICITY IN 
GaNxAsi.x AND RELATED ALLOYS
3.1 INTRODUCTION
There has been considerable interest recently in the Ili-V alloy system, Gai_ 
ylnyNxAsi-x. Although the energy gap of GaN (3.2 eV) is more than twice that of 
GaAs (1.52 eV) when a small fraction of the arsenic atoms in GaAs are replaced 
by nitrogen atoms the band gap initially decreases rapidly, at about 0.1 eV per % 
of N for X < 0.015 [1]. Several theoretical investigations have suggested that the 
reduction in energy gap is due to a highly localised perturbation associated with 
the N atoms [3-7], but until recently there has been no simple theory to enable 
prediction of the variation with N composition, x, and In composition, y, of such 
key properties as the energy gap, Eg(x,y), the Kane interband momentum matrix 
element P, and the conduction and valence band edge effective masses, m*c 
and mv*. A major experimental breakthrough was achieved with the 
demonstration (using hydrostatic pressure measurements) that the conduction 
band minimum contains a significant admixture of a higher-lying resonant band 
formed by nitrogen states in the GalnNAs alloys [8]. We build on that 
experimental work here and use the tight-binding method to provide a unifying 
picture of the band structure of Gai.ylnyNxAsi.x for low N content (x<~0.1).
In order to explain the observed pressure dependence of the conduction
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band edge energy, Shan et at [8] introduced a simple model of two interacting 
energy levels, one at energy Ec associated with the extended conduction band 
edge states of the GalnAs matrix,
and the other at energy En associated with the localised N impurity states, with 
the two states linked by a matrix element Vnc describing the interaction between 
them. The energy of the conduction band edge and of the nitrogen impurity band 
in Gai.ylnyNxAsi-x are then determined by finding the eigenvalues of a 2 x 2 
determinant
E-Ec  
V nc E - E n
= 0 (3.1)
We first present in section 3.2 a model tight-binding Hamiltonian which allows us 
to determine the functional dependence of Ec and Vnc on the N concentration, x. 
We show that Ec varies as Eo(y) - ax, where Eo(y) is the conduction band edge 
energy in Gai.yInyAs, while Vnc varies as (3(y) x^. We then use in section 3.3, - 
the s p V  Hamiltonian [22] we have developed to determine the magnitude of the 
coefficients a and p in GaNxAsi-x, and also to show that to a good approximation 
En and the valence band edge energy, Ev vary linearly with x for GaNxAs-i-x. This 
then provides a simple analytical model through which we describe the 
composition and strain dependence of the energy gap, Eg(x) and interband 
momentum matrix element P(x) up to x - 0.1 which we extend to Gai_ylnyNxAsi_x 
in section 3.4. We apply the model in section 3.5 to present what was the first 
prediction of the conduction and valence band edge effective masses in Gai. 
ylnyNxAsi-x [39], and to discuss the consequences of the predicted variation for
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semiconductor laser applications. Finally we describe briefly in section 3.6 the 
consequences of the model for other lll-V ternary alloys.
3.2 Model Hamiltonian for GaNxAsi.x
Consider a large crystal of GaAs containing 2J atoms, where J is an integer. We 
introduce a model sp^ tight-binding Hamiltonian with a basis of four orbitals per 
atom [25] to describe the electronic structure of the crystal. We can then 
calculate 8J energy states in the crystal, with energies E° and wavefu notions \}/°. 
The total density of states of the crystal, gtot(E), is given by
= (3.2)
( =  1
while the local density of states projected onto a single As s orbital near the 
centre of the crystal, gs^ ®^(E), is given by
87
(3.3)
i=l
where a® is the amplitude of the i^ *^ wavefunction on the given s state. Assuming 
the wavefunction is extended throughout the whole crystal, \a\^f will then scale 
with crystal size as 1/J, so that a® % 1/VJ.
We now introduce a single N impurity into the crystal. This has been shown 
experimentally to give a resonant defect level about 0.2 eV above the conduction 
band minimum [17,40]. Because the conduction band resonance has Ai (s-like) 
symmetry about the N site [24], we investigate the influence of the impurity by 
introducing a shift, Aes, in the s-orbital energy on the impurity site in the model
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sp^ Hamiltonian, with Ass = Sg*^  - Ss^®. The defect crystal Hamiltonian H is then 
given by H = Ho + H', where Hq is the GaAs crystal Hamiltonian and H' = Ass 
1sn><sn| on the nitrogen site.
The energies of the impurity states introduced by H' are generally found 
efficiently using a Green's function technique [24]. It is however instructive to 
consider the 'brute-force' approach, writing the wavefunctions \\f\ of the 
Hamiltonian H as linear combinations of the wavefunctions \}/i° of Hq. When we 
do so, we find that the eigenvalues of H are obtained as zeroes of the large 
determinant | Hy - El | = 0, where Hy = E° ôy + a;®* aj® Asg. The matrix Hy is in 
general considerably too large to diagonalise. We can nevertheless identify its 
key features if we make a very crude model of the band structure. We can ignore 
the valence states when the resonance lies in the conduction band [24]. We 
then treat the conduction band by assuming a single state, labelled zero at the 
GaAs conduction band minimum, Ec°, and place all the other (~J) conduction 
states with s character at an average conduction band energy, Ec^ ''®. For 
simplicity, we assume that there are J such states and that they all have equal 
amplitude (and phase) on the nitrogen site. This allows us to set ai®*aj® Ass = - 
Vi/J for all i and j (Vi > 0). With these gross approximations, the matrix Hy 
reduces to a soluble form. It can be shown that when Hoo = Ec° - Vi/J, and Hy = 
E/''® 6y - Vi/J otherwise (0 < i,j < J; i,j not both 0) then the matrix has J -1 
eigenvalues all equal to with the other two eigenvalues found by solving 
the 2 X 2 eigenvalue problem of eq. (3.1 ), with Ec = Ec° - Vi/J, Vnc = -Vi/VJ, and
EN = Ec"'®-Vi.
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This reduces as J w to the unperturbed conduction band edge, Ec°, and the 
resonant defect level at Eres° = E/''® - Vi for an isolated defect level. We note that 
the same result is obtained trivially using the previous Green's function technique 
[24]. The resonant level wavefunction \[/n which we have constructed should also 
be highly localised, because it is formed as a linear combination of a large 
number of conduction states with differing wavevectors,
VN = 1/VJ Z '! '°  •
f = l
If we now replace a small fraction x of the As atoms with K = xJ nitrogen atoms, 
then the conduction band edge will overlap with K nitrogen sites, giving Ec = Ec° - 
K Vi/J = Ec° - xVi. We cap form a trial resonant wavefunction, YNj about each of 
the nitrogen sites (1< j < K). Each of these resonant states interacts with the 
conduction band edge. If we assume that the localised variational functions YNj 
only interact weakly with each other, then it can be shown that their collective 
interaction with the conduction band can be described by the normalised trial
K
function, ii/r(N), where \j/r(N) = 1/VK > so that Vnc = WK V i/VJ = - x Vi. If
the nitrogen sites are sufficiently widely separated that the wavefunctions do 
not overlap neighbouring nitrogen sites, then En remains equal to the isolated 
defect resonant energy, En° = Ec®''® - Vi. In practice the resonant wavefunctions 
start to overlap for relatively low values of x, with the self-energy of then 
reducing with increasing x, En(x) = En° - V(x). The model introduced here will
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start to break down as the overlap and interaction between neighbouring N sites 
increases. We present calculations below which show that the model remains 
valid up to X ~ 0.05, with V nc then varying as px^ ^^  and Ec decreasing linearly as 
Ec° - ax until at least 1 in 20 arsenic atoms have been replaced by nitrogen. It is 
difficult to predict a-priori how En will vary with x. We show below that our 
calculated data using a full sp^s* Hamiltonian can be well fitted if we also 
assume En(x) = En° - y x.
3.3 Full s p V  model for GaNxAsi-x
In order to estimate the magnitudes of a, p and y, we have developed an 
accurate s p V  tight-binding Hamiltonian for Gai.ylnyNxAsi-x. This Hamiltonian 
accounts for the observed variation in band gap of GaNxAsi-x giving results in 
excellent agreement to experiment [1,9-13], as well as giving results in good 
agreement with pseudopotential calculations over the complete alloy range [7]. It 
also accounts for the comparatively weaker effect in lnNxAsi_x [14]. We have 
presented full details of the Hamiltonian in chapter 2, but note that three different 
effects must each be included to describe the influence of replacing As by N:
(i) As already described, the N atom introduces a stronger binding potential 
at the defect site compared to elsewhere in the crystal. The self-energies of the 
nitrogen valence s and p states, sg*'* and sp"'*, therefore lie at a considerably lower 
energy than the equivalent arsenic self-energies, Sg''^ ® and sp^ ®.
(ii) Because the Ga-N bond length (1.95 Â) is considerably shorter than that 
of Ga-As (2.45 Â), the lattice is distorted around the N site, modifying the 
interatomic matrix elements particularly between the N and neighbouring Ga
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atoms, and also between these Ga sites and their As neighbours.
(iii) Finally the large N electronegativity leads to an increased charge transfer 
from the neighbouring Ga atoms to the N site. This modifies the neighbouring Ga 
self-energies.
We have used the full sp^s* Hamiltonian to calculate the energy gap of GaNxAsi. 
X as a function of increasing nitrogen concentration, x. For most calculations, we 
took a 216 atom supercell, adding increasing numbers of N atoms at random. 
For each configuration, we used the GULP package [18] to relax the structure to 
its minimum energy configuration while using Végard’s law to vary the unit cell 
basis vectors as a(x) = x acaN + (1 -  x) acaAs. The calculated relaxed bond 
lengths are in good agreement with those obtained by other authors [6]. The 
energy levels and wavefunctions were then calculated using NETLIB routines. 
We tested and confirmed that a 216 atom supercell was sufficient by comparing 
with a smaller number of calculations using 512 atom cells. The solid data points 
in figure 3.1a and 3.1b show the calculated conduction band edge energy as a 
function of N concentration, up to x ~ 0.1 in fig. 3.1a and for the complete alloy 
range in figure 3.1 b, for bulk GaNxAsi_x alloys, each data point being obtained by 
averaging over several different random configurations. We can extract the value 
of Ec(x) = Ec° -  a X exactly from the calculations in figure 3.1a and find a = 1.70 
eV. By fitting to the calculated energy and fractional V character of the 
conduction band edge state, we can estimate the concentration dependence of 
both Vnc and En- The solid curve in figure 3.1a was obtained by letting Vnc = -  
2.07 x^ eV, and En = En° -  2.55 x eV, with En° = 1.675 eV when the GaAs
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conduction band edge energy, Ec° = 1.42 eV. We calculate from our fit that Vnc = 
0.20 eV and 0.23 eV for x = 0.009 and 0.012 respectively, in very good 
agreement with the experimentally determined values of 0.12 eV and 0.2 eV for 
the same N compositions in Gai-ylnyAsi-xNx [8]. Our theoretical value of Vnc = 
0.31 eV forx = 0.023 underestimates the experimentally estimated value of Vnc 
= 0.4 eV at this composition. The experimental value is however almost certainly 
overestimated. Firstly, setting Vnc = 0.4 eV overestimates the experimentally 
observed splitting between the E. and E+ levels in fig. 3 of ref. [8]. Secondly, Vnc 
was calculated assuming that the energy of the N resonant level, En° is 
independent of x; a lower value of Vnc would have been obtained if En was 
allowed to decrease with N composition, as predicted here by theory. 
Thecrosseddata points in figure 3.2 show the variation in the fractional r  character, 
frc, of the conduction band minimum with N concentration, calculated using the 
full s p V  Hamiltonian, while the solid curve was calculated by diagonalising eq. 
(3.1). The close agreement between the two curves confirms the validity of the 
model used here for pseudo-random alloys, and will also enable us to predict 
later the composition dependence of the effective mass.
Turning to the valence band, we find for x <~ 0.1 that the valence band edge 
energy increases slowly with x, as Ev(x) = 0.2 x eV, similar to the calculated 
variation of Belaiche et al [41]. However, in contrast to Belaiche et a/, we find 
that the valence band edge largely retains its r  character. The open circles in 
figure 3.2 show the calculated variation in the fractional r  character, fpv, of the 
valence band maximum using the full s p V  Hamiltonian, while the dashed line 
shows a fit to the data assuming frv varies with x as frv = 1 -1 .0  x.
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FIGURE 3.1: Variation of (a) conduction band edge energy in free-standing 
GaNxAsi-x, calculated using the full s p V  Hamiltonian (solid points) and two-band 
anti-crossing model (solid curve), (b) band gap energy in free-standingGaNxAsix, 
calculated using the full sp^s* Hamiltonian across the full alloy range.
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FIGURE 3.1: Variation of (a) conduction band edge energy in free-standing 
GaNxAsi-x, calculated using the full s p V  Hamiltonian (solid lines) and two-band 
anti-crossing model (solid curve), (b) band gap energy in free-standing GaNxAsi. 
X, calculated using the full s p V  Hamiltonian across the full alloy rangé.
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FIGURE 3.2: Crossed and open data points show the variation of fractional f  
character of the conduction and valence band edge states, averaged over 
several calculations using the full s p V  Hamiltonian. The solid conduction band 
curve is from the two-band model and the dashed curve is a linear fit to the full 
valenceband calculation.
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3.4 Electronic structure of Gai_ylnyNxAsi_x
We turn now to investigate the influence of an isolated N atom on the electronic 
structure of Gai_ylnyAs. The tight-binding Hamiltonian is used hereto investigate 
how the nature of the isolated resonant state changes in Gai_yinyNxAsi_x. Our 
investigations show that the properties of the resonant state, including En and p, 
vary linearly with In composition, y and that in addition, the values of these 
parameters differ considerably for different nearest neighbour environments (so 
much so that each type of resonant state is fundamentally different), with a 
weaker (by order of magnitude) dependence on the atomic arrangement in the 
third nearest neighbour shell.
We have taken a number of 216-atqm supercell structures in which we 
constrained the central group V site to have a given number, m, of indium 
nearest neighbours (m = 0 to 4). We placed In atoms at random on the 
remaining group III sites to give an overall indium fraction of y  = 0.25, and then 
used the GULP molecular relaxation package [18] to calculate the equilibrium 
positions of ail the atoms in each cluster, including appropriate bond-stretching 
and bond-bending force constants about each atom [20]. We then calculated the 
conduction band edge wavefunction, y/üQ, for each structure. The s p V  tight- 
binding model used was fitted separately to the band structure of GaAs and of 
InAs, with the bond-length dependence of the Ga-As and In-As parameters 
chosen to fit a range of deformation potentials in both materials as described in 
chapter 2. We found that Ec =1.17 ± 0.003 eV and Ey = 0.09 ± 0.003 eV for the 
five structures considered, where the zero of energy is at the valence band edge 
of bulk GaAs.
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We then replaced the central As atom In each structure by a single N atom, 
allowed the structure to relax again using the GULP procedure, including the 
bond-stretching and bond-bending force constants for GaN and InN [21] 
(keeping the supercell volume constant at the Végard average for >=0.25 and 
x=0.009) and we then calculated values of the new conduction band edge 
energies. We find for the structures considered that En, the nitrogen resonant 
state energy varied from En = 1.63 eV for 4 Ga neighbours to E/v = 1.87 eV for 4 
In neighbours. The value of En depended weakly on the atomic arrangement in 
the second shell of the group III neighbours. Calculations for a range of superceli 
structures indicated that the atomic arrangement in the second group Hi 
neighbour shell only shifts E/v by -  ± 0.02 eV, down by an order of magnitude on 
the effects of variations in the nearest neighbour environment. The matrix 
element linking the N resonant state and the conduction band edge was 
calculated to vary between 2.00 eV for a structure where all N have four Ga 
neighbours to 1.53 x^ ^^  eV for a structure where ail N have four In neighbours. 
The conduction band edge energy, Ec, in the 2x2 matrix of eq. (3.1) varies 
between 1.14 eV and 1.15 eV for the 216-atom supercells considered, and the 
band gap varies from 0.98 eV to 1.03 eV, as the number of In nearest 
neighbours m increases from 0 to 4.
We then repeated the whole procedure for various overall concentrations of 
indium over the complete range of y  (again keeping the superceil volume 
constant at the Végard average for y  and x). These calculations imply that the 
En^  and J3m properties of the five m-type resonant states vary linearly with overall
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Figure 3.3: Approximate variation in En (in eV with respect to the valence band 
maximum of GaAs) with In composition for N states with different nearest 
neighbour configurations, where m indicates the number of In nearest 
neighbours. The square data points show the exact results from the tight-binding 
model, averaged over a few different random structures as described in the text.
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In composition as E N '^^^ \y )= yE \'^+ {^ -y )E °N ^and J3m(y){ÿ)=yj3^m H '^~ y )/fm ^^e re  
the properties indicated by a 0(1) superscript were evaluated for a 
Gaio8-mlnmNiAsio7(lnio4+mGa4-mNiAsio7) supercell, where we calculate, 
respectively, that j^m=o, 0^m=o, m=4 = 2.15,1.63,1.70 and 1.35 eV; and 
that E^ a/"’"°, = 1.71,1.94,1.47 and 1.73 eV relative to the
valence band edge of bulk GaAs as illustrated in figure 3.3. For any given y, the 
values of En and yfffor the m=1, 2, 3 nearest neighbour environments can be 
given by a linear interpolation between the m=4 and m=0 values for that 
concentration of indium.
The average interaction between the conduction band edge and the band of 
resonant N states for a larger unit cell containing a mixture of nearest neighbour 
environments can be given by an appropriately weighted average of the above 
parameters, again allowing the construction of an effective 2-band model to 
describe the variation of conduction band edge energy and energy gap in 
quaternary GalnNxAsi_x alloys for low x values (x <-0.03).
3.5 Band edge effective masses
The conduction band edge relative effective mass, m% of GaAs is well described 
using k.P theory, with the band edge effective mass in 3-band k.P theory given 
by
mo/mc* = Ep/3 (2/Eg + 1/(Eg + Ao)) (3.4)
where Ep = 2P^/mo, Eg is the direct energy gap, Ao the valence-band spin-orbit 
splitting energy, mo the free electron mass and P the Kane interband
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momentum matrix element. The solid line in figure 3.3 shows the predicted 
variation of me* in GaNxAsi_x for low N content, calculated by replacing Ep by fpc 
frvEp in eq. (3.4), and using Ep = 22.71 eV for GaAs. It can be seen that despite 
the decrease in energy gap, me* initially increases with N composition, contrary 
to the normal expectation for lll-V alloys. Furthermore, the conduction band 
dispersion should also be strongly nonparabolic due to an anti-crossing 
interaction with the N-related resonant levels.
The increased electron mass may allow for the first time in a direct gap lll-V alloy 
the situation where the conduction band edge mass, me*, is over 50% of the 
valence band edge mass, mv*. When a quantum well is grown under biaxial 
compression (as is the case for In-rich Gai.ylnyAsi.xNx grown on GaAs), the 
highest valence band is heavy along the growth direction, but comparatively light 
in the quantum well plane [42], with the mass given in the diagonal 
approximation by mo/my* = Ep/2Eg. This expression must be modified in 
Ga(ln)NxAsi-x, with the valence mass now given by mo/my* = frcfrvEp/2Eg + 
fry(1 -frc)Ep/2Eg'^ ®®, where Eg^®® is the energy difference between the valence band 
edge and the resonant level at r .  The dashed line in figure 3.4 shows the 
calculated variation of my* defined in this way for GaNxAsi.x. It can be seen that 
mc*/my* -  0.75 for x -  0.015. This could be of benefit for semiconductor laser 
applications where the ideal band structure is predicted to have equal conduction 
and valence band masses [43]. We note however that the strong conduction 
band mixing could have a detrimental effect on lasers operating at 1.3 pm and 
beyond. The mixing may lead to an enhancement of the direct CHCC Auger
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well, calculated as described in text.
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recombination loss mechanism [43], in which an electron and hole recombine 
across the energy gap to excite an electron to higher energy in the conduction 
band. The band mixing will enable conservation of energy and momentum for 
excitation to a much wider range of excited states, thereby potentially enhancing 
the Auger process. This possibility needs further experimental investigation.
3.6 Summary and Conclusions
Finally we remark that the theory presented here should be directly applicable to 
any lll-V alloy where we begin to replace a particular type of group III or V atom 
with another more electronegative species. This approach will be considered 
further in chapter 6. The model also explains the strong band gap bowing 
predicted for GaNxPi_x [14]. The theory can also be adapted to take account of 
the effect on the conduction band of substituting a more electropositive species. 
The anomalously large band gap bowing is observed in GaNxAsi_x both because 
of the marked difference in electronegativity and also bond length around the N 
atom. A more detailed analysis of the sp^s* calculations shows that both these 
effects play a significant role in determining the magnitude of Vmn and also that 
the lattice distortion around each N site leads to an enhanced contribution from 
L-related conduction states to the resonant level Wannier function, \{/n, as will be 
analysed further in later chapters. The relatively large band gap bowing observed 
in GaAsSb may then be consistent with the small r-L  splitting at both ends of the 
composition range. The initial decrease in energy gap with increasing As 
composition in InAsSb may also be accounted for using the model presented 
here.
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In summary, we have introduced in this chapter a relatively simple theoretical 
model to account for the anomalously large band gap bowing coefficient 
observed when a small fraction of the As atoms in GaAs are replaced by N. 
Using the model, we have derived analytical expressions for the variation with 
composition of the energy gap, interband transition matrix element and 
conduction band edge effective mass in Gai-ylnyNxAsi-x alloys for x <~ 0.2. The 
model is supported by detailed band structure calculations using an s p V  tight- 
binding Hamiltonian which gives results in good agreement both with experiment 
and with a wide range of calculations undertaken using the empirical 
pseudopotential method.
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CHAPTER 4
Influence of nitrogen resonant states on the electronic 
structure of GaN^Asi.x
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we use the sp^s* tight-binding Hamiltonian to investigate in 
more detail how replacing a single As atom by N introduces a resonant 
"impurity" level above the conduction band edge in GaAs, and 
demonstrate that the interaction of this level with the conduction band 
edge accounts for the strong band gap bowing observed in GaNxAsi_x. We 
explicitly identify and track the resonant level even to alloy compositions 
as large as x =0.25. The conduction band edge energy can be described 
analytically assuming independent resonant states up to x ~ 0.03, but 
interactions between neighbouring resonances must be included for larger 
X. The model introduced here is not unique to GaNAs, but can be applied 
to describe conduction band bowing in any tetrahedrally bonded 
semiconductor alloy.
The semiconductor alloy Gai.ylnyNxAsi.x is attracting considerable interest 
because of its novel electronic properties, which are markedly different to 
most other lll-V alloys. We saw earlier that the band gap initially decreases 
rapidly, at about 0.1 eV per % of N, for x < 0.03 [1] when a small fraction of 
arsenic atoms in GaAs are replaced by nitrogen. In addition, the electron 
effective mass increases as the energy gap decreases [44], contrary to
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other alloy systems. Theoretical investigations have suggested that the 
reduction in energy gap is due to a highly localised perturbation associated 
with the N atoms [3-6] but the details of the perturbation interaction remain 
controversial. Shan et al. [8] used hydrostatic pressure measurements to 
propose that the reduction in energy gap is due to an interaction between 
the conduction band edge and a higher lying band of localised N resonant 
states. Their model is consistent with a wide range of experimental data 
(e.g. [1, 35]), but has not been supported by a number of recent theoretical 
studies, which have used the pseudopotential method to carry out a 
detailed investigation of the lower-lying conduction band states in ordered 
GaNxAsi-x supercells [15,16].
To resolve this fundamental contradiction, we present in this chapter a 
detailed investigation of the conduction band states in GaNxAsi_x, carried 
out using a tight-binding Hamiltonian. The tight-binding method is 
particularly suited to studying localised perturbations in semiconductor 
alloys, because it expands the wavefunctions in terms of a linear 
combination of atomic orbitals, thus enabling a straightforward analysis of 
local changes in electronic structure. A similar tight-binding model played a 
key role in understanding trends in the binding energy of deep impurity 
levels in tetrahedrally bonded semiconductors [24]. It established, in 
combination with hydrostatic pressure measurements [23], that replacing a 
single arsenic atom by nitrogen introduces a resonant impurity level about 
260 meV above the conduction band edge in GaAs. This resonant impurity 
state has also been found using large supercell pseudopotential
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calculations [16] but, until now, it has not proved possible to confirm its 
existence and track its evolution with increasing nitrogen density.
We explicitly identify and track the resonant state in supercell calculations. 
We show that, most surprisingly, its character remains largely unchanged 
as the nitrogen composition, x, increases up to values as large asx~  0.25. 
We demonstrate that the resonant state interaction with the conduction 
band edge does indeed give rise to the dramatic reduction in energy gap 
observed in GaNyAsi.x and related alloys. However, because the higher- 
lying state is a resonance, it cannot be identified with a single higher-lying 
conduction band state. Rather it is distributed over several levels. We 
introduce an analytical expression which assumes neighbouring resonant 
states are independent of each other, and describes the variation in 
conduction band edge energy up to x ~ 0.03. Above this value, interactions 
between neighbouring resonant states must be included to account for the 
variation in energy gap between different supercell structures. Finally and 
most importantly, we note that the model introduced here is not unique to 
GaNxAsi-x. It is considerably more general, and can be used to describe 
the electronic structure and band gap bowing of all tetrahedrally bonded 
semiconductor alloys.
4.2 Method
We used the s p V  tight-binding Hamiltonian defined in chapter 2. This 
accurately describes the electronic structure of GaNxAsi-x over the
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complete alloy range. As described in chapter 2, we include in the 
Hamiltonian finely tuned tight-binding parameters to ensure an accurate fit 
of the conduction band edge energies, and have carefully fitted the bond 
length dependence of the neighbour interactions to a wide range of axial 
and hydrostatic deformation potentials. For a complete description of the 
tight-binding model refer to chapter 2,
We saw earlier that, in order to explain the observed pressure dependence 
of the conduction band edge energy of Gai.yInyNxAsi.x, Shan et al. [8] 
introduced a simple model of two interacting energy levels, one at energy 
Ec associated with the extended conduction band edge state Yco of the 
GalnÀs matrix, and the other at energy En associated with the localised N 
impurity states, \\tn , with the two states linked by a matrix element Vnc due 
to the interaction between them. The energy of the conduction band edge 
in GaNxAsi_x can then be determined by finding the lower eigenvalue, Eo, 
of the 2 x 2  determinant
%lc
V nc E c
(4.1)
A feature associated with the upper eigenvalue, E+, has been observed 
experimentally using photoreflectance [8,9]. However pseudopotential 
calculations have found no evidence for this state [15,16]. Instead they find 
that the N "impurity" atoms strongly mix bulk GaAs r ,  L, X and other 
states, giving a series of levels which have A i (s-like) symmetry about 
each N site. We investigate these states in more detail. We find that the E+
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State, being a resonance, cannot be uniquely associated with a single A  ^
level but is instead distributed over a small number of states which lie 
close in energy to E+.
To investigate the resonant state and its behaviour, we calculate the 
electronic structure of GaN^Asi-x supercells. We write the Hamiltonian 
matrix, H ,^ for such a supercell as Hi = Ho + AH, where Ho is the 
Hamiltonian matrix for GaAs and AH the change in the Hamiltonian matrix 
due to the introduction of N. We calculate separarately the conduction 
band edge energies, Ed and Eco, and wavefunctions, v|/d and Yco, for Hi 
and Ho. By comparing the calculated eigenvectors and eigenvalues, we 
can derive a nitrogen resonant level wavefunction, v|/a/, given by
VN = (4.2)
where a = <v|/dkco>. Using \\fN and AH, we can then deduce the 
magnitude of Vnc, En and Ec in any supercell structure. Substituting these 
values back into eq. (4.1), we can also determine the value of E+ and find 
the associated wavefunction, \j/+, as a linear combination of \}/co and \\fN-
4.3 Results
We start with a large (1728-atom) supercell containing a single N atom to 
estimate \\ino, the resonant wavefunction associated with an isolated N 
atom. Figure 4.1(a) shows the integral of the radial probability density 
function for \|//vo about a single N atom in such a 6 x 6 x 6 cubic unit cell.
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while figure 4.1(b) shows the amplitude of \}//vo projected onto s-orbitals as 
a function of radial distance from the N site. Fig. 4.1(b) shows how the sign 
of \j//vo oscillates as its amplitude decays with distance from the N site. The 
calculated resonant state is highly localised, with 5.5% probability density 
on the N site, and 12.6% on each of the neighbouring Ga atoms, thereby 
giving over 50% probability density on these 5 sites. Y/vo has amplitude 
only on the s state of the central N site, and has A-\ (s-like) symmetry 
overall \
Because the N resonant level is so highly localised in fig. 4.1, it is 
reasonable to expect that, as we increase the N density, we can associate 
a similar localised resonant level with each nitrogen site. To test if this is 
so, we have compared the calculated resonant wavefunctions, \\tNj, for a 
series of increasingiy smaller unit cells with the predicted resonant state, 
f^Njo, obtained by taking a normalised linear combination of resonant 
wavefunctions from large unit cell calculations. We compared with a 1728 
atom simple cubic (sc) supercell, and with a 1024 atom face-centered 
cubic (fee) supercell structure. Figure 4.2(a) shows |< \^nj 1 the
modulus squared of the overlap between the calculated and predicted 
resonant states for the sc (♦) and the fee (#) nitrogen arrays. The 
calculated overlap remains over 94% for the sc structures, even up to x = 
0.25 (a Ga4NAs3 cubic unit cell), and even remains over 70% in a
 ^ The tight-binding approach used here incorporates expiicitly the chemical nature of the 
host by working with two basis sets, one being appropriate for the host and a second one 
being appropriate for the perturbed crystai [24]. For simpiicity, we ignore this basis 
change in caicuiating figure 4.1, and find Yw by assuming the two basis sets to be 
equivaient.
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Ga4NAs3 2 X 2 x1 fcc structure, where 25% of the Ga atoms have two 
nitrogen nearest neighbours. Figure 4.2(a) therefore provides striking 
confirmation of the validity of assuming localised N resonant states even 
up to alloy compositions as large as x -  0.25. The filled data points in fig. 
4.2(b) show the calculated resonant state energy, En, for each structure, 
found by evaluating <\^nj I \\\fNj > in each case, while the filled data 
points in fig. 4.2(c) show how the conduction band edge is pushed down in 
energy with increasing nitrogen density. We return to consider the open 
data points below. As the nitrogen density increases, neighbouring 
resonant states interact increasingly strongly with each other. The 
calculated values of En follow a non-monotonic trend both in the sc and fee 
supercells, with the value of En generally being larger in the sc than in the 
fee supercells considered, due to the directional dependence of the 
resonant state wavefunction (fig. 4.1(b)), and of the perturbation 
Hamiltonian, AH.
Overall, figs. 4.1 and 4.2 clearly demonstrate that the conduction band 
edge in GaNxAsi-x is being perturbed and pushed downwards due to its 
interaction with a higher-lying localised resonant state, centred on the 
nitrogen sites.
Why then has this state not been identified in previous calculations? To 
answer this question, we look in detail at the lowest conduction band 
levels in a 64-atom sc supercell. From fig. 4.2, this supercell is sufficiently 
large that the N resonant state is still very similar to that of an isolated N
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atom. On the other hand, it is also small enough to analyse easily the 
character of the different states near the conduction band minimum.
With a 64-atom sc unit cell, the bulk X and L conduction band states fold 
back to the Brillouin zone centre ( r  point), as do the W points at %/a(2,1,0) 
and related /c-values, and a set of 12 points along the S directions, at 
71/3(1,1,0) and related /c-values (labelled as E in Fig. 4.3). The thick solid 
lines in fig. 4.3(a) show the calculated energies of the lowest-lying 
conduction band states in bulk GaAs, while the number in square brackets 
beside each level shows its percentage contribution to the resonant state, 
\\fN in the GaaaNAsai supercell. We see that \\in is made up predominantly 
of an Ai symmetric combination of the lowest L conduction state and the 
lowest relevant E state, with insignificant contributions from X and other 
states. The thin solid line in fig. 4.3(a) shows the energy, En, of the 
isolated resonant state, \\fNo, which lies just below the L state energy, El.
The thick lines in fig. 4.3(b) show the four lowest-lying conduction band 
states of Arlike symmetry at the T-point of a 64-atom GaszNAssi 
supercell, with the figures in rounded brackets above or below each level 
indicating the projection of that state onto the bulk GaAs (r,L,X/W,E) 
states of fig. 4.3(a). The thin line at 1.93 eV shows the energy of the 
higher-lying state, E+, calculated by diagonalising the 2 x 2 determinant of 
eq. (4.1). It is immediately apparent that this higher-lying level does not 
correspond to any single level in the GaaaNAssi supercell. Its weight on 
each state is given in square brackets beside each level in fig. 4.3(b).
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Figure 4.1(a) Integrated radial probability density function for the resonant state due to 
an isolated nitrogen at the centre of a 1728 atom supercell, (b) Amplitude of the resonant 
state projected onto the s-orbital of each atom as a function of radial distance from the 
nitrogen site.
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Figure 4.3 (a) Calculated energies of lowest conduction r, L, X and W states in bulk 
GaAs (thick lines) and of isolated nitrogen resonant state (thin line); square brackets 
show contribution of each level to the N resonant state In a 64-atom GaaaNAsai supercell, 
(b) Calculated energies of lowest conduction A -^like states (thick lines) and of the E+ state 
(thin line) in a Ga32NAs3 i supercell. Square brackets show overlap between each level 
and the E+ state; rounded brackets show projection of each state onto GaAs r, L, X and 
W states respectively.
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Being a resonance, it is distributed across several levels, with most weight 
however on two levels either side of E+.
The higher-lying conduction states in fig. 4.3(b) have a significant amount 
of GaAs r  character. They therefore provide an extra path for interband 
optical transitions to the predominantly r-like valence band maximum, thus 
accounting for the E+ transition observed in modulated spectroscopy 
experiments. It should be noted however that a direct absorption 
experiment will not necessarily find an additional sharp absorption edge 
near the E+ energy. Rather, the edge will be broadened due to the 
resonant nature of this higher-lying state.
Because the character of the N resonant state is almost independent of 
composition, we can introduce a simplified Hamiltonian to determine how 
the conduction band edge energy depends on AH, the change in the GaAs 
bulk Hamiltonian Ho due to the introduction of the N atom. This 
Hamiltonian uses only the lowest GaAs conduction band state, n/ro, and 
the Arlike state, \\fNo of fig. 4.1. We have shown previously for low N 
composition that the GaAs conduction band edge energy in eq. (4.1) 
varies linearly with N composition, as Ec{x) = Eco - ax, while the magnitude 
of the interaction Vnc between the nitrogen resonant level and the 
conduction band edge varies for small x as p x^ ^^ . We find from the 
calculations on dilute alloys that a = 1.70 eV, and p = 2.07 eV. The solid 
data points in fig. 4.2(b) show that the nitrogen resonant energy. En is 
approximately independent of x for x <~ 0.03, E/v = 1.63 eV. The thick solid
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line in fig. 4.2(c) shows the variation of the conduction band edge energy 
with nitrogen composition, calculated by substituting these values into the 
determinant of eq. (4.1). This analytical 2-band model is in good 
agreement with the full calculations up to x -  0.03, but deviates from the 
full calculation at larger x, where varies strongly with composition.
The open data points in fig. 4.2(b) show the value of En calculated for 
each structure by directly evaluating < \\f wjol H i | \ \ i  n ,jo> -  These estimated 
values, E njo are in excellent agreement with the values of E n j  obtained 
from the full calculation. Finally, the open data points in fig. 4.2(c) were 
obtained by using the estimated values, E njo  in eq. (4.1), with Ec assumed 
to vary linearly and V n c  explicitly calculated as < y  n j o \ AH | ly co>- The very 
good agreement between the full calculation and this modified two-band 
model provides conclusive evidence for the validity of the two-band model.
Further calculations we have undertaken confirm that the model 
introduced here can also be used to treat anion alloys of other lll-V and II- 
VI semiconductors. The character and relative weighting of the bulk-like 
states from which the resonant state is derived will depend on the relative 
positions of the lowest L, X and W conduction band states and of the 
special S state in the given material, and the relative importance of 
different contributions to the perturbation Hamiltonian, AH. The model can 
also be further adapted to describe the effects on the conduction band 
minimum of replacing a single Ga atom. For the cation case, we must 
replace the lowest X state by the next X level. This is because the lower X
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level has s-Iike character only on the anion, while the upper X level has s- 
like character only on the cation site. Consequently the upper X level 
couples to Ai-llke resonant states associated with cation substitution. In 
the next chapter we present in detail such a model that has been fully 
developed and generalised to apply to any ACxBi-x system.
4.4 Summary and Conclusions
In summary, we have presented a tight-binding Hamiltonian that accounts 
for the strong band gap bowing observed in GaNxAsi_x. Replacing a single 
arsenic atom by nitrogen gives rise to a resonant impurity level about 260 
meV above the conduction band edge in GaAs [21]. Our tight-binding 
calculations show that the character of this resonant state remains largely 
unchanged as the nitrogen composition, x, increases even to alloy 
compositions as large as x -  0.25, and demonstrate that its interaction with 
the conduction band edge causes the observed dramatic reduction in 
energy gap. Because it is a resonant level, it cannot be associated with a 
single higher-lying state in a supercell calculation, but is instead distributed 
over a number of higher-lying states, close to the resonance energy. The 
model introduced is not unique to GaNxAsi-x but can instead be used to 
describe the electronic structure and band gap bowing of all tetrahedrally 
bonded semiconductors. We conclude therefore that GaNxAsi_x is not just 
an interesting material in its own right but also provides insight into trends 
in the electronic structure of all tetrahedrally bonded semiconductor alloys.
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C H A P TER  5
k.P model of ordered GaNxAsi.x
5 .1  I n t r o d u c t i o n
In the previous chapters we used an accurate sp^s* tight-binding 
Hamiltonian to investigate the band structure of a wide range of ordered 
and disordered GaNxAsi.x crystals. We used the Hamiltonian to confirm 
that the cause of the band gap bowing observed in GaNxAsi_x is due to the 
interaction between N resonant states and the conduction band edge. We 
presented a quantitative two-band model that describes this interaction, 
which accounts very well for the experimentally observed variation of the 
GaNxASi.x energy gap with N composition and which describes analytically 
the composition dependence of the interband momentum matrix element 
and band edge effective masses in alloys for small x. We now look to 
extend the model, to introduce a simple k . P  model to describe the 
conduction band dispersion for small wavevector k .
The k . P  and envelope function methods are widely applied to study lll-V 
semiconductor quantum well structures and alloys. The strong interaction 
between the N resonant states and conduction band edge means that the 
conventional envelope function method cannot be applied to GalnNAs 
heterostructures. We therefore introduce in the following sections a k . P  
Hamiltonian, which explicitly includes interactions with the N resonant
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States. This Hamiltonian includes interactions between the highest valence 
band, lowest conduction band and a higher-lying band formed by the N 
resonant states and gives a very good description of the conduction band 
dispersion within about 200 meV of the conduction band edge, sufficient 
for most analyses. We also introduce in section 5.4 a five-band k . P  
Hamiltonian to describe the conduction band dispersion for a wider energy 
range.
5 . 2  T w o - b a n d  k . P  m o d e l  o f  G a A s
Figure 5.1(a) shows the calculated band structure of a 64-atom unit cell of 
GaAs, plotted along the (001) direction with the spin-orbit interaction set to 
zero. The L, X and K points from the conventional GaAs Brillouin zone are 
folded back to r  here. The thick solid lines show the conduction and light- 
hole valence band calculated using a 2-band k . P  Hamiltonian, with the 
zone centre conduction and light-hole valence wavefunctions, Yc° and v|/v° 
as basis states. The k . P  matrix elements, Hÿ(kz), were found by evaluating 
<ij/i°|H(kz)| using the tight-binding Hamiltonian. This gives Hcc(w) = 
Ec(v)° -  ac(v) and Hcv = Pok, with «c = 6.098 eVÂ^, ay = -1.624 eVA^, and 
Po = 7.523 eVA respectively. The Po value is about 20% smaller than the 
experimental value [42], but the ac(v) values are considerably larger. This is 
a typical tight-binding fit, and is sufficient for deriving the form of the 
GaNxAsi.x k . P  Hamiltonian.
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5.3 Three-band k.P model of Ordered GaNxAsi_x
5.3.1 Determination of Three-band k.P Hamiltonian for Ga32NiAs3i
Fig. 5.1(b) shows the calculated band structure of a cubic 
Ga32NiAs3i crystal plotted along the (001) direction, with the spin-orbit 
interaction again set to zero. We used Végard’s Law to fix the unit cell 
size, and a valence force field method to relax the atoms within each unit 
cell to their minimum energy configuration, as detailed in chapter 2. The 
energy gap is considerably reduced in this ordered crystal, largely due to 
the conduction band edge shifting down in energy. By comparison, there is 
little change in the valence band edge. We use the bulk GaAs 
wavefunctions from fig. 5.1(a) to analyse this band structure. The 
character of the zone-centre light-hole is virtually unchanged, with 
= 0.964, where |Yv^> is the GaNAs light-hole wavefunction. By 
contrast, |<v|/c^ |\j/c°>|^  = 0.712. We can also identify a N-related conduction 
band resonant state, En^  at about 1.692 eV with which the GaAs 
conduction band edge mixes, and for which |<\i/n°|vi/c°>P = 0.365.
The thick solid lines in fig. 5.1(b) show the band structure of Ga3aNiAs3i 
calculated using a three-band k.P Hamiltonian, H, with basis states, lv|/c°>, 
|\|/v°> and |\}/N°>,and for which
H =  E ^ - a ^ k ‘  f l k
Pffk P^k E^+a„k ‘ ^
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(5.1)
where we calculate respectively that En, Ec, Ev, Vnc = 1.692, 1.38, -0.02 
and -0.365 eV; Pi, Pn = 7.485, -0.108 eVA, and %N, etc, ay, œnc = -1.673, 
6.047, 1.683, -0.400 eVA^. This Hamiltonian gives an excellent fit to the 
conduction band dispersion for kz<~^4a, but breaks down dramatically as 
kz increases beyond this point. However up to the point of breakdown the 
fit is excellent, i.e. within about 200 meV of the band edge, which is a 
sufficient energy range for many problems, including e.g. calculation of 
quantum well confinement energies and laser gain characteristics.
5.3.2 Parameter dependence on nitrogen composition
From our previous analysis we found that Ec varied linearly with N 
composition x, and that Vnc varied as VqX^ ^^ . In addition, Pn and also 
vary as while most other parameters have only a weak dependence 
on X.
5.3.3 Results for disordered Ga^NnASm-n crystals
Figure 5.2 shows the calculated conduction band dispersion near the zone 
centre for a range of ordered and disordered Ga^NnAs^-n crystals, along 
with the calculated dispersion using the three-level k.P method. The k.P 
curves were obtained using En calculated in each case, and for the other 
parameters, interpolating by their x dependence from the values given for
Ga32NiAssi.
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GamNnAsm-n Crystals using tight-binding (dots) and three-band k.P 
methods (solid lines), with the values of n and m indicated next to each 
curve. Wavevector in each case in units of 277/a, where a is the Végard 
law average of the GaAs and GaN unit cell sizes.
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5.4 Five-band k.P model of ordered GaNxAsi_x {kz<^ji/2a for 
G 3 3 2 N 1 A S 3 1 )
5.4.1 Introduction
The N state of a GanNiASn-i supercell at the r  point is purely Ai 
symmetric about the nitrogen site, but for an electron with momentum 
kz>7i/4a {n =32), the state will start to mix significantly with two other
zone centre defect states that we have up to this point not mentioned. 
Observations made in our calculations suggest these states to be: (i) a 
state with pz-iike symmetry, localised at the N site, which forms a 
resonance in the conduction band at around 300 meV above the Ai 
resonant level, and (ii) a state with pz-like symmetry situated high up in the 
heavy-hole valence bands, which is concentrated away from the N site 
along the z-direction. This state is formed by a linear combination of anti-N 
states that are concentrated away from the N site in various regions. 
These anti-N states are formed as a result of the existence of a second 
defect state also originating from the upper valence band. This, like the 
anti-N state, has pz-like symmetry, but is localised at the N site and is 
situated much further down in energy. We choose to exclude this second 
state from our model, but later refer to it in our discussion as Nv. We label 
(i) and the anti-N state in (ii) A/2 and N \  respectively. We can estimate the 
influence of the N atom on the conduction band dispersion with increasing 
kz by including these states in the basis of a five-band k.P Hamiltonian, for 
which
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0 0 0
PNk
0 K/c “ E . -c tc k " PA 0
0 PA 0
0 0 0 ^N'v
(5.2)
5.4,2 Calculation of the N2 and N*v related parameters
The additional k.P matrix elements of the five-band Hamiltonian 
were found by constructing the N2 and N*v wave functions, and ,
and evaluating (ip., |H(/c^)|^yfusing the tight-binding Hamiltonian, {p^^ané
were constructed using a linear combination of A conduction band
and B valence band Ga^NiASn-i states, y//, where, respectively, A and B 
consist of states within 1.5eV of the conduction band minimum and 2.5eV 
of the valence band maximum^ such that
(5.3)
JeA
and
0 'Y ^ b , { i i i ] - a , ip l )  (5.4)
yeB
where ipl is again the zone-centre light-hole wavefunction. The weighting 
coefficient aj is proportional to the extent that ip] mixes with tp  ^ via the
defect potential with pz -like symmetry, and is equal to ((p] ip°y
Because is localised away from the defect site, we need to use a
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different technique to find the correct weighting of ip] states. We take the
direct approach using and the momentum operator to find the
weighting coefficients, b/, which are given Pz^ n) ■ ^  and C" are
normalisation constants. Finally in equations (5 .3) and (5 .4) we remove all 
mixing with ipl (which is in any case small) in order to have a complete 
set of orthogonal states for the five-band model.
Table 5.1 shows the calculated N2 and N*v related parameters for the 
n = 2 5 6 ,108 and 32 GanNiAsn-i unit cells.
n
pN
(eVA)
pNHvz
(eVA) (eV) (eV)
256 2.31 -0.717 -0.82 1.97
108 2.85 -0.654 -1.07 1.98
32 3.63 -0.251 -1.64 1.86
Table 5.1. Calculated N2 and N*v related parameters for the n=256, 108 
and 32 GanNiAsn-i unit cells.
Note that the a term in the diagonal matrix elements of N2 and N*v has 
been omitted from the Hamiltonian, because its effect is approximately 
canceiied-out by interactions with other defect states that are otherwise 
unimportant. In addition, we have omitted the parameters
 ^Because we are dealing with localised states that are resonant, they cannot be identified 
with a single GanNiAsn.f state. Rather, they are spread over several levels that lie in the 
proximity of their energy.
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and 0%,because their are relatively small and have 
little effect on the conduction band dispersion.
5.4.3 Discussion of the N~N*v and N-N2 interactions and their effect on 
the resonant state for kz
We begin first by discussing the spatial changes made to by its 
interaction with N*v, as the form of this interaction becomes relevant when 
we discuss its dependence on N composition. The N*v interaction has the 
effect of mixing in states which add amplitude predominantly to the outer 
part of the N state, especially along the z direction, while the N*v state has 
little amplitude within the first shell of Ga neighbours. We note for 
comparison that Nv, the other defect-related valence state that we 
mentioned in section 5.4.1, its interaction has the effect of mixing in states 
which add amplitude predominantly within the first shell of Ga neighbours. 
The N“ N*v interaction is therefore enhanced by the influence of other N 
atoms, especially those that lie close-by within a cone facing along the z 
direction. This is because the N*v state associated with other N atoms also 
tends to add amplitude in these regions, thereby pulling electron 
probability to the outer shell regions, and by increasing the interaction
noticeably with x to an extent that it becomes significant for kz>7i/4a in the
GaazNiAssi case. In comparison, the N-Nv interaction is localised 
predominantly within the N tetrahedron, so that the influence of other N 
atorhs in this interaction is far weaker, leaving it almost independent of N
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concentration. In fact this interaction starts to decrease for n=32, as the 
influence of the surrounding N atoms starts to lower the electron density 
within the N tetrahedron. The inclusion of both of these valence band 
defect states would significantly overestirriate the N state’s energy at large 
kz. However this is because we have also chosen to exclude other N 
defect states that have no direct relevance ioN^^ and the conduction band 
edge. These states have the effect of offsetting the change in energy 
made to the state by Nv and, consequently, rectifying the error in the
conduction band dispersion which its inclusion would introduce. We 
therefore choose to exclude Nv from our k.P Hamiltonian, as it becomes 
progressively less important than N*v as n decreases (about 5 times less 
significant for /?=32), and, consequently, as the relevance of the five-band 
model increases.
The change in the Hamiltonian also induces a small repulsion from the 
higher lying conduction band (N2) state that is bound momentarily to 
the N atom by the defect potential with Pz symmetry. This repulsion 
becomes significant for large kz, where the level lies closer to it. From
the observed variation of the N-N2 interaction we note that for states of the 
lower conduction band the pz potential is weak leaving the loosely bound 
N2 state more susceptible to the potential of other nearby N atoms. This 
shifts more electron probability away from the N atom on which it is 
resonant, and where most of the interaction energy is calculated. The 
reduction in this interaction becomes very large for x-0.03. We also note 
that the N2 energy is affected in a similar way to that of N by N \ ,  which we
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have taken into account by neglecting its /c-dependent self-energy term, as 
stated earlier.
5.4.4 Results of the five-band k.P Hamiltonian
The thick dashed lines in fig. 5.1(b) show the band structure of GasaNiAsai 
calculated using the five-band k.P Hamiltonian. It gives an excellent fit to 
the conduction band dispersion within about 500 meV of the conduction 
band edge. The dispersion of Tic and the character throughout the 
bands corresponds well to that of the tight-binding model, as shown by the 
spectral plot of fractional Tic and character along the energy axis at the
r  and kz=n/2a points for the tight-binding (light grey) and five-band k.P 
(black) models in figure 5.1(b).
5.5 Summary and Conclusions
In summary, we have shown in this chapter that it is possible to 
derive modified k.P Hamiltonians to describe the conduction band 
dispersion in ordered GanNiAsn-i supercells. Focusing on the case of 
Ga32NiAs3i, we have introduced a three-band and a five-band k.P 
Hamltonian that describes the conduction band dispersion accurately up to
kz^7i/4a and kz^nfla respectively. These calculations confirm the
appropriateness of using a modified k.P Hamltonian to describe the band 
dispersion of disordered GaNxAsi_x alloys, and also provide initial 
estimates of the new, N-reiated, matrix elements in the k.P Hamltonian.
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More experimental work is now required to identify the optimum values of 
these parameters for GalnNAs/GaAs heterostructures.
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CHAPTER 6
A UNIVERSAL MODEL FOR TRENDS IN Ai-TYPE DEFECT 
STATES IN ZINCBLENDE AND DIAMOND 
SEMICONDUCTOR STRUCTURES
6.1 Introduction
We observed in the previous chapter that we can extract an accurate 
estimate for the N resonant state wavefunction and energy for a 64-atom 
unit cell. We build on that observation here to present a simple and 
accurate 4-level model derived from s p V  tight-binding calculations on a 
64-atom unit cell that quantitatively describes Ai-type defect states and 
their coupling to the lowest Tic conduction band state in zinc-biende and 
diamond semiconductors. We use a realistic Hamiltonian that quantifies 
the chemical differences between the impurity and the host atom which it 
replaces, and that also incorporates local strain effects due to any size 
discrepancy between the host and impurity atom. The defect state is 
constructed from a basis that involves only three states: namely an Ai- 
symmetric combination of the host L, X and S states, with the matrix 
elements between the basis states dependent only on the free-atom orbital 
self-energies and on the material lattice constants. We include results for 
all lll-V host and impurity(l) combinations. With this relatively simple model 
we obtain good quantitative values for the defect state (resonant) energy
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El, and for the strength of its coupling to and influence on the conduction 
band edge energy across a wide range of materials. The model can be 
extended using an existing 2-band model to describe the effects of varying 
impurity concentration, and also to calculate the effects of hydrostatic 
pressure on alloy band structure.
We showed in previous chapters by using an sp^s* tight-binding 
Hamiltonian that replacing a single As atom with N introduces a resonant 
"impurity" level at an energy En, about 260 meV above the conduction 
band edge (CBE), Ec in GaAs. As the N concentration increases in 
GaNxAsi-x, the resonant states couple to the conduction band edge, with 
the interaction scaling at low compositions x as
En pVx
pVx Ec+ ax
03 1)
However this description is not unique to N, When we introduce any 
defect potential, the crystal Hamiltonian is modified from the host 
Hamiltonian Ho to
Hi = Ho + AH (6.2)
where AH describes the influence of the impurity. For a defect of Ai-type 
symmetry, the change in the Hamiltonian, AH, causes mixing to occur 
between Ai-symmetric combinations of conduction band host states 
centred on the defect site. This creates a highly localised state which can 
be a resonance or a confined state in the bandgap, depending on the 
nature of AH. This defect state will also couple with the Fic conduction
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band edge. Defect potentials with another type of symmetry (such as Td 
symmetry) will introduce a state with that symmetry also originating from 
the conduction band. However we are not interested in such states, as 
they will not couple with the Tic band minimum. We note also that Ai and 
Td defect states originating from the valence band are not important in this 
model as they have little or no influence on the Tic band minimum.
We carried out in chapter 5 a theoretical investigation of the GaNxAsi_x 
system that explicitly identified the resonant state and tracked its evolution 
with increasing nitrogen composition [8]. We showed that the resonant 
state was highly localised. Further calculations we have undertaken 
confirm that this is also generally the case for the perturbation AH due to 
any “impurity” atom. Also, the N resonant state remained largely 
independent from the influence of other localised states for N compositions 
up to at least x<~0.03 in ordered structures. N induces a strong 
perturbation: for substitutional impurities with a smaller AH the defect 
states remain independent up to even higher composition. We found for N 
that the defect state calculated from a 64-atom simple cubic supercell was 
similar to the defect state in a large (1728 atom) supercell calculation. The 
important conclusion of this result is that the 64-atom system is large 
enough to accurately describe the impurity but still small enough to 
analyse easily the character of the different states lying near Tic that form 
the basis for the defect. We have therefore found by using a 64-atom unit 
cell and a realistic choice of AH, which extends beyond just the defect site, 
that the Ai defect state can be constructed from a basis of Just three bulk
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States, involving a symmetric (Ai) combination of L ic , 'L^ c and Xic (or Xsc 
if the defect is substitutional on a cation site) (see figure 6.1). With just 
these three states, we can use an analytical model to construct the 2-band 
Hamiltonian of eq. (6.1), describing the energy of the substitutional defect 
level, E|, and its interaction with the conduction band edge.
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FIGURE,6.1: Band structure of a 64-atom unit cell, in which the L and X points are folded 
back to the zone centre, along with the W points and a set of points along the X 
directions, at (n-/a, /r/a, 0) and equivalent points.
7"a
6.2 Modifications to the host crystal Hamiltonian in an A 3 2 B 3 1 C  
system
We include 3 contributions in the defect/impurity potential, AH, when we 
replace a single B atom by a C atom to form a A32B31C unit cell:
1) We must include changes in the atomic orbitai energy at the 
impurity site due to replacing a host atom B with an impurity C. When 
analysing states with Ai symmetry we need only consider changes in the s 
and s* orbital energies: a change in the on-site p-state energy will have no 
effect on the calculated Ai state energy. Adjustments to the orbital 
energies of neighbouring A atoms and further neighbours (charge transfer) 
are also neglected. It is worth pointing out that AH defined to this point (s* 
orbitals aside) is similar to that used by VogI [24] in his investigation of the 
binding energy of deep impurity leveis of Ai symmetry in tetrahedrally 
bonded semiconductors: previous tight-binding studies by VogI and others 
mostly excluded all other contributions to AH.
2) The 4 AB bonds are replaced by 4 AC bonds, thereby changing 
the tight-binding matrix eiements connecting the defect site to the four 
nearest neighbours from Vsbsa, VgBpA and Vs*bpa to Vscsa, VscpA and Vs*cpA-
3) We then account for local changes to the crystal structure by 
allowing the 4 nearest neighbour bonds to relax until we minimise the 
valence force field (VVF) created by the difference in AB and AC 
equilibrium bond lengths. This crystal relaxation causes the nearest
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neighbour CA bond length and the next nearest neighbour AB bond 
lengths to deviate from their equilibrium values, thereby also modifying the 
energies of the interatomic transfer matrix elements. The modified values 
can be obtained by fitting to empirical or pseudopotential key symmetry 
points, including their pressure and strain dependence. However it has 
been observed previously that the interatomic matrix eiements follow a 
universal scaling rule in all lll-V and group IV semiconductors, varying with 
bond length approximately as d~^  [25]. This scaling rule reproduces a wide 
number of trends in the electronic properties. We describe below how we 
have modified this scaling rule in our calculations, based on our 
observation that the transfer energies have a stronger dependence on the 
size of the cation than on that of the anion, with the size dependence for 
group iV elements lying between the two.
Test calculations we have undertaken show that it is important to 
include each of the above three contributions in the defect Hamiltonian, 
and also that we can treat the crystal relaxation by assuming that all of the 
relaxation is associated with a displacement of the nearest neighbour shell 
of atoms. The calculated energy of the defect state does not change 
significantly when we allow all shells of atoms to relax.
By assuming that only the nearest neighbour shell of atoms relax, 
we can use a simplified valence force field model to derive analytically the 
positions of the relaxed atoms. We use a simple harmonic potential; with 
the energy U stored per bond given by:
U = V 2 k (d-do f  (6.3)
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This replaces the full Keating potential used in our full tight-binding 
calculations in earlier chapters. We then allow the 4 nearest neighbour 
atoms to relax by an amount do^^A along the AC bond direction, with the 
fractional change in bond length then equal to A, while keeping the 0  and 
B atoms fixed at the original sites of the host crystal. It has been observed 
that the elastic properties of most tetrahedrally bonded semiconductors 
scale with the lattice constant [45, 46]. We therefore assume the bond 
stiffness constant k is proportional to do~^  i.e. (unit cell volume)"^ With 
these assumptions, when the 4 AC bonds are of bond length
d^c = do^(1 -  A) (6.4)
the 12 AB bondlengths are then given by
(jAB = + A)^ + ( 1 - A ) ^ ) / 3 )  (6.5)
We can combine eqs. (6.3) to (6.5) and minimise the total elastic energy U 
to find the relaxed equilibrium bond lengths. The fractional displacement A 
can be found analytically and is given by
A = 1 -  ( -  ____________________________________  (6.6)
+ 3 -  -^3H{2(2-tf+f)l 3 -  (4 -3 f f l {2 (2 -tf+ f)  ]
where f = do^°/ào^^ is the ratio of the equilibrium bond lengths of the
compounds AB and AC. A has an approximately linear variation with t
within the range of interest.
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Using this relaxation model we can then account analytically for 
the contribution made to AH by the change in bond length of the four AC 
bonds and of the 12 next neighbour AB bonds.
B
FIG 6.2. A schematic of a CAB3 nearest neighbour tetrahedron, iiiustrating for 
the simple model how all relaxation is in each nearest neighbour A.
The matrix elements calculated using the AB crystal r ,  L, X and E 
Ai states and the full tight-binding model [§2], for a A32C1B31 supercell 
whose final atomic positions are given by the above relaxation procedure,
typically differ by < -20% compared to those calculated for a supercell
where the final atomic positions are given by the GULP package in which 
all internal atomic positions are fully relaxed. This is a surprisingly small 
difference considering the level of simplification involved in eqs. (6.3) to 
(6 .6). However we can compensate for this difference by reducing the 
vaiues of the interatomic interaction scaling Indices in the model presented 
here. The final AC bond lengths in both models show good agreement, 
although the AB next nearest neighbour bonds are more distorted in the 
simple model. This larger distortion is seen by r ,  L, X and E Ai states, in 
terms of their interaction energies via the bond length discrepancy, as
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approximately equivalent to the fully-relaxed configuration. We therefore 
conclude that this simple model for relaxation provides a viable route for 
the determination of the a, p and E , parameters of eq. (6.1) (where E, is a 
generalisation of En and refers to the “impurity” resonance energy).
We note that the procedure outlined above calculates the impurity 
resonant state energy and its influence on the conduction band edge for a 
64-atom unit cell with the same volume as a GaAs unit cell. In practice the 
unit cell, size wiii be modified due to the incorporation of an atom of a 
different size. We use Végard's iaw to estimate the change in unit ceil size, 
assuming the true unit cell dimension a to be
a = (31/32) aAB + (1/32) aAc (6.7)
We can then apply a hydrostatic deformation to the A32B31C unit cell to 
give the equilibrium value, adjusting the r ,  L, X and S input energies 
accordingly.
6.3 Summary of Main Results
Before proceeding into the detailed analysis and derivation of the model 
parameters, we summarise here the technique used and our main results.
We saw in chapter 5 that we can determine the impurity state 
energy, En„ and its influencé on the conduction band minimum in 
Ga32As3iN by considering how the fuli defect Hamiltonian Hi = Ho + AH
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modifies and mixes a small number of bulk GaAs conduction band states, 
at r ,  L, X(W) and along the E direction at (7c/a, Ti/a, 0) and related points. 
Because the X and W states are equivalent in the s p V  modei used, we 
therefore need to calcuiate each matrix element in a 4X4 matrix M, and 
then anaiyse the matrix to find E|, a and p from eq. (6.1), where M is given 
by
M i) = < i |Ho+AH| j >= M; + AMy ; i,j = r ,  L, X, S (6.8)
We wiii show below how the differences in the impurity/host atomic size 
and energy, which drive each of the mechanisms that define AH, and the 
way in which the different effects interplay, contribute to the matrix 
elements and ultimately their influence on the E, and p properties. The key 
points drawn from this investigation are:
(i) Nitrogen is the only impurity that generates a strong perturbation 
on the conduction band edge; its effect is strongest when alloyed 
with antimony (ill-NxSbi_x alloys).
(II) For the case of indirect semiconductor hosts, like AlAs and GaP, 
the introduction of nitrogen creates a more complex problem, where 
not only is there an interaction between Fic and a N-resonant state, 
but there is also N-induced mixing between Fic and other states that 
lie close in energy. In the 64-atom supercell this creates problems 
when we try to derive the N state. This is because, in this case
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some of the Ai states that form the basis of the N state lie too 
close in energy to Tic, and are involved in other N-induced 
interactions involving Tic. This means that it is not clear as to what 
part of their He component is related to the interaction between fic  
and the N state, and consequently, it is not clear as to what 
combination of them to take when forming the N state basis. 
However In large AlAs and GaP supercells containing one N atom, 
the N-localised state can be clearly identified and derived. This is 
because, in these superceils, almost all the states that form the 
basis of the N state lie close to its energy, far enough away in 
energy from ric so that their component of ric character is acquired 
solely by the interaction between the N state and f  ic. The N-state 
derived from these systems can then be used to locate it in the 
Ga32NiP3i and Ai32NiAs3isystems, where we find that it is strongly 
related to the lowest level in the conduction band that has 
significant Pic character'*. This state can be reproduced well using 
the 4x4 determinant presented here^, and means that for AlAs and 
GaP we are also able to derive the N-locaiised state to good 
approximation using the simple four-state Hamiltonian.
 ^ The tight-binding caiculations for ali alioys considered in this chapter were carried out 
using the fuli model described in chapter 2. For the compounds not considered in chapfer 
2, we used Yogi’s tight-binding parameters, which we adjusted accordingly to fit the 
experimental Tic, Uc and Xic vaiues in Table 6.5 (with these values taken from the 
appropriate band structure calculation in ref. [25] for AIN). The force constants for the 
VFF were taken from ref. [20] and [21] or cai^ated using the elastic constants in ref. [47]. 
Finally we used the GaAs scaling indices given in Table 2.3 for GaAs, AlAs, GaP, and 
GaSb, those given for GaN for GaN and AIN, and those given for InAs for in As, inP and 
inSb.
The values of the host compound Pic, Lic, Xic and /3 I 1C energies used in the 4x4 matrix 
calculations are listed in Table 6.5.
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(Ill) Using the simpie four-state modei we find that for GaP, AlAs and 
the direct AB semiconductors, the N state is similar in 
character. This state is found to have <~ 5% Xai character and, on 
average, is approximately given as two thirds Lai and one third 
Zai states. The similarity of the N states is supported by our tight- 
binding calculations^’"*.
(IV) All other impurity possibilities in lll-V alloys are shown to give 
values of p  that are roughly an order of magnitude smaller than 
those given by nitrogen.
(V) For the nitride alloys we show that all three mechanisms 
included in AH are required to give values of E| and (3 that are in 
good agreement with the empirical ones.
Using the full tight-binding model we took the N state wavefunction derived from 
Ga32NiAssi and projected it onto that derived from the other considered A32N1B31 
systems. For each case, we found that the modulus squared of the overlap was greater 
than 0.9.
 ^ The method used to derive the N state varied depending on the alloy. For 
GasaNiAssi and GaszNiSbsi, where the E_ state has character of one particular N state 
that is much greater in proportion to that of other N-related defect states, we used eq. 
(4.2). For ln32NiAsai and ins2NiP3 i (and to a lesser degree ln32NiSb3 i), using eq. (4.2) to 
calculate resulted in error. For these systems, the strength of interaction between the 
conduction band edge and a defect level positioned in the upper region of the valance 
band is comparable to that between the conduction band edge and the N-ievel in the 
conduction band. As a result, using the E_ state in eq. (4.2) creates a hybrid of the two N 
states of significant valence band N state proportion (-10%). Instead, we derived from 
the E+ state, which for these systems, is distributed across several levels in the 
conduction band. This was done by constructing the E+ wavefunction from a weighted 
combination of these states, and then from this, extracted using equation (4.2). 
Finally, for the method used to derive the N state In Ga32NiPsi and AI32N1AS31 see (II) 
under “Summary of Main Results" (section 6,3).
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(VI) Because boron is a small atom from the first row of the periodic 
table, it might be expected to aiso have a large effect on the 
conduction band edge. However, in the case of the boron impurity, 
the three components of AH, when taken in conjunction with each 
other, give a value for that is very small. This is surprising as you 
would expect a value comparable to that of nitrogen for such a 
smail, iow energy atom (The effect of AEs®"®^  aione would 
reproduce such a value). However the result of our small f i  term is 
supported by experiments carried out on Gai_xBxAs alloys, which 
reveal an absence of significant band gap bowing (Walukiewicz, 
private communication).
Overall we derive from our analysis relatively simple expressions for a, p 
and E|. We find:
a = 32 <r|AH|r> + correction for a free standing superceli (6.9) 
We can then, in general, determine E| as
E, = fr (E r o + < r |A H |r > -E i) / (1 - f r )  + Ei (6.10)
where fr is the fraction of Tic character of the state with the lowest energy 
Ei. The parameters and terms will be discussed further beiow.
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We show later for the specific case of the nitrogen impurity that En is 
given approximately by
AH (6.11)
Finally the interaction parameter p  is given by
p = V(32fr41-fr))(Ei-Ero-<r|AH|r>) (6.12)
while for the case of the nitrogen impurity Pn can be approximately given 
by
Pn  K H A H l f  L + ^ I ) | (6.13)
Full details for the defect Hamiltonian, defect basis, iattice distortion and 
analytical expressions for the matrix elements are presented in the next 
section. We present the general form for AH and then the simplified form, 
which is solely a function of the size and energy properties of the free 
atoms. The simplified form is made possible by our universal model for the 
Interatomic transfer energies (full details and support for this model are 
given) and other approximations. This simplified Hamiltonian then allows 
us to formulate simple analytical expressions for Wl. Finally, the 
investigations carried out on our model that lead to the key findings given 
above, are detailed in full.
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6.4 DERIVATION OF THE DEFECT HAMILTONIAN, 
DEFECT BASIS, LATTICE DISTORTION AND ANALYTICAL 
EXPRESSIONS FOR THE MATRIX ELEMENTS
The defect Hamiltonian AH, centred on the substitutional site, has a range 
that includes contributions from the 4 nearest neighbours and 12 next 
nearest neighbours. As a consequence of the symmetry, the 4 nearest 
neighbours (NNs) are equivalent, as are the 12 next nearest neighbours 
(NNNs), in terms of their contribution to the matrix eiements and the 
vaience force field (VFF) analysis. Therefore it is only necessary to define 
AH, the Ai basis states and the VFF parameters for the substitutional site 
(call this C) and for one of its NNs (caii this A) and NNN sites (call this B), 
where B is a nearest neighbour of A. Thus,
AH = I  |ai> AVaipj <Pj| (6.14)
where a, p are the atomic orbitals s, x, y, z and s*, and I, j are the atomic 
sites A, B, and C,
|Uk> = E A a iV i) (6.15)
where Uk is an Ai state formed by taking a symmetric combination of bulk 
GaAs k-states (k = r ,  L, X, S).
The elastic energy is assumed to vary in our VFF modei as
U = V2(4frAc(d*°-do'^'=)^ + 1 2 ;cAB{cl‘'®-do'^®)^ ) (6.16)
ai-
with U  the total energy in the VFF model. The bond stiffness k  is
proportional to the bulk modulus, which in turn is assumed proportional to
the inverse of the unit cell volume (cf“ )^ [48] of the compound in question. 
We can take /cab outside the square brackets and rewrite as (6.17):
u = % kAB ( 4 (do*9do''=) ) ^  + 12 (  ^ ) (6.17)
6.4.1 Lattice distortion relaxation and the derivation of A
We begin first by defining the position vectors of B and C, which are fixed. 
We choose the following
rc = do'® (1/V3,1/V3,1/V3) (6.18)
Tb = do'® (1 /V3.-1 W3-1 H3) (6.19)
We then place atom A so that rA- rc  = dq'^  ^(-1/V3,-lN3,-1/V3) and then 
allow it the freedom to move by an amount
dPAc = do'® (-SW3,-8/V3,-S/V3) (6.20)
The bond lengths d'^ ® and d^ °^ vary with 5 as
dAc= do''® ( f + 5) (6.21)
d''® = do'® V ( ( 2( 2 - t - b y  + { t  + & f  )I3), t = do''°/do''® (6.22)
Next we substitute for d'® and d*'^ in equation (6.17), expand the terms in 
the brackets and then take the binomial approximation of the remaining
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square-root term up to second power in Ô. The starting position of atom A 
relative to C was deliberately set at do^  ^, as generally this is close to the 
final equilibrium separation.
Thus Ô at equiiibrium is smail enough for us to neglect 5^  and higher order 
terms. To find Ô at equilibrium we minimised the total energy in the VFF 
model
dU/dô = 0 (6.22)
/cab disappears from the picture and we are ieft with an expression for 
5 that depends only on the unstrained AB and AC bond lengths
(4-3f)[l-V3/V(2(2-ff+f^)]
S = ------------------------------------------------------------ , f = do''°/do'® (6.23)
Later we see that if we replace the variable 5 with a new variable A, where
A = 1 -d o * V d o ' '® -6  = 1 - f - S  (6.24)
we can derive much simpler expressions for the matrix elements involving
AB interactions. Substituting for 8 in eq. (6.21) and (6.22) gives the relaxed 
bond lengths as
d^c = do''® ( l - A )  (6.25)
and
d'® =do' '®V((2( l + A ) ^  + ( l - A ) ^ ) / 3 )  (6.26)
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6 . 4 . 2  D e t e r m i n a t i o n  o f  D e f e c t  H a m i i t o n i a n  M a t r i x  E l e m e n t s ,  A V „ ip j
The sp^s* tight-binding parameters Voai.pj, of the unstrained 
semiconductors AB and AC, are obtained by using the method described 
in Ref. 22. The off-diagonal interatomic parameters are dependent on 
interatomic distance, and in the case where p orbitais are involved, they
are also functions of angle. We list below the definitions of all the tight-
binding interactions that are used in our model. Other contributions 
to AVai.pj are either zero or not considered important.
We define for the impurity on-site terms that
AVsc.sc = Esc''''- Esb"® (6.27)
AVs*c,s*c = Es^c"" -  Es*b"^ (6.28)
where Esc"" is the s-orbital energy of a C atom in an AC crystal, and the 
other term is simiiarly defined.
The defect Hamiitonian matrix elements between the impurity site 
and the 1®* neighbour shell are given by
AVsC,sB =  Vo sA,sC (do"" /d"" )"^  ^ -  Vo sA,sB
= VosA,sC ( 1 -Hss Ô / f ) -  VosA,sB (6.29)
AVsc.pb -  — Vo sc.pA (do"" /d"" + Vo sb.pa
= -  Vosc.pA ( 1- /^ sp 8 / f ) +VosB,pA i p = x,y,z (6.30)
AVs*C,pB “  “  V o s*C ,p A (d o ""/d ""  )”®‘^  +  Vos*B,pA
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= —Vos'c.pA(1— /?s*p 8 / f ) +Vos*B,pî P ~ x,y,z (6 .31)
where e.g. Vosa.sb is the interatomic matrix element linking an s orbital on
atom A to an s orbital on atom B in an AB crystal, with the other matrix 
elements similarly defined. The exponents are adjustable parameters 
chosen to give a good all-round fit to the experimental deformation 
potentials at the r  and X points of the Ili-V semiconductors.
Finally the interatomic defect matrix elements linking the first and 
second neighbour shelis are given by
AVsa.sb = 3Vosa,3b{ r  -  1 )
= — r^ ss VosA.sB A (6,32)
AVoa(B),pb(A) = 3Vo oA(B),pB(A) ( ^3 /p (do''® /d''® ) "“» -  1 ) ; a = s.s*; P = x,y,z
= "■{■*■} ( ^ap 4 ) VoaA{B},pB{A} A ; p = X (6 .33)
= +{“ } ( ^ap- 2 ) VoaA{B},pB{A} A ; p = y,z (6 .34)
/p is the p direction cosine of Tba, with /x of opposite sign to /y and & for the
sites we have chosen. Finaliy AVai.pj is a symmetric matrix; therefore
AV al.pj =  AV pj,ai (6 .35)
6 . 4 . 3  D e f i n i t i o n  o f  t h e  A i  D e f e c t  B a s i s  S t a t e s
In the A32B32 cubic system 32 distinguishable bulk AB k states are folded 
back to the r  point. The states that are folded back at T are those where k% 
,ky and kz = njr/ao, where n is an integer and ao is the AB lattice constant. 
In our model the states that are of importance are those of the conduction
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band that include some s-character on the B-type atoms and that are also 
close in energy to the conduction band edge. These are:
i) the Tic conduction band state;
ii) 4 Lic states;
iii) 3 Xic or Xsc states, depending on whether the substitutional site is an 
anion or a cation respectively;
iv) 6 k  = 7r/ao <2, 1, 0) Wic states, which are degenerate with the X states in 
the sp^s* ETB model, and
v) 12 k  = 7t/ao <1,1, 0>, %  Eic states (These lie along the 2 direction, % of 
the way to the Briliouin zone edge).
We take a symmetric combination of each degenerate set to form 
the L, X and E Ai states. We centre these Ai states on the C site and 
define them on the C, and the chosen A and B sites. The amplitude of 
each Ai-symmetric combination taking all coefficients to be positive is 
then caiculated to be given on the C  s i t e  by
r  -Cso(i) 1 Sc >
L -2  Cso(i)^  I Sc >+2 Cs*o(i)^  I s*c >
X —3 Cso(i)'' I Sc >+3 Cs*o(i)'' 1 s*c >
1^2 Cso(i)^  I Sc >+Vl2 Cs*o(i)^  I s*cE -V l 0(i  > (6.36)
On the nearest neighbour A  s i t e  by
r  csi(o)^Is a >
L CsKo)*" I s a  > + 0x1(0)*- ( I Xa >+ I Va  >+1 za  >) -  Cs*i{o)‘' I s *a >
X  0x1(0)''( l x A > + l y A > + l z A > )
E ^3Osi(0)^|SA>+2(Oxi(0)^+Oyi(0)^+Ozi(0)^)(|XA>+|yA >+[za > ) N 1 2 - - J 3 C s* i (0)^\s * a >  (6.37)
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And on the next nearest neighbour B site by
r  -  Cso(i)*'l sb >
L 2 Cxo(i)*-1 Xb >
X  O s0(I)"l S b  > - C s*0(1)''1 S *A  >
E 4 Cxo(i)^  I Xb >/V12 -  ( Cyo(i)^  + C^(i)  ^)( I Yb >+ I Zb >)/V12 (6.38)
The Cai coefficients are given by
Col"*' = 1W32 Uailnk)! ; i = 0,l (6.39)
where I nk> are the eigenvectors of the characteristic determinant of Ho,
1 Ho — Enk i I — 0 (6.40)
Ho is the perfect crystal tight-binding Hamiltonian of [22] with AB
compound matrix elements, n is the band index, k is the Bloch vector and i 
= 0 , 1 denotes anion and cation sites respectively, with the coefficients 
Ci(j)"*^  associated with an anion (cation) site impurity respectively. We 
evaluate eq.(6.39) for each of Ink) = 1 Tic),! Lic.n(i,i,i)/a),l Xic. 
IX3c.K(2.0,0)/a> and|Eic,7t(0.i.i)/a)to give us our coefficients for use in eqs. 
(6.36) to (6.38).
We can reduce the size of the matrix AH, and consequently the interacting 
part of the Ai wave vectors, by reducing the incident atomic orbitai basis in 
the following way:
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i) The x a  , Y a  , z a  orbital Interactions are equivalent for A i  symmetry, 
therefore we can replace them with a hybrid p orbital that points towards 
the impurity site by combining them symmetrically i.e.
( |x a >  + IVa > + |z a  >)W3 = I PA > (6.41 )
ii) The /?ss and A?s*p parameters have the values of 3.76 [49] and 3.3 [35] 
respectively, while r?sp was taken to equal 2.0, according to Harrison's law. 
Consequently AV is approximately zero in eq. (6.34), allowing for two of 
the pb orbitals (ye and ze in the case for our choice of B) to be discarded 
as they take no part in other interactions. To show that the remaining p 
orbital xg, is significant only to the extent that we chose to consider a B 
atom in the x direction, we relabel it pe, and say
IYb > = |zb > = 0 (6.42)
|xb >=  Ipb > (6.43)
We present the matrix AH and the Ai wave vectors Uk in full in figures 6.3 
and 6.4 respectively.
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<Sc 1 < s*c l <Sa I <Pa I <S*a I < S b  I <Pb I < S * B  !
l s c >
“  t s B
0
VosA,sC X 
(1 —Hss 5 /  f  )  
— VosA,sB
-VosC.pA X 
( 1 —O s p S /f )  
+  VosB,pA 0 0 0 0
ls*c >
-  t s 'B
0
“ Vfls*C,pA X 
( 1 —r ts 'p S / i  )  
+  Voa*B,pA 0 0 0 0
I s a  > 0 0 0 —/?SS XVosA.s0 A ~  (/is p '* ‘4 ) / 3xVosA.pB A 0
Pa > 0 0 ( / i s p + 4 ) / 3  X VosB.pA A 0 (a)s*p+ 4 ) /3  xVos*B,pA A
S * A > 0 0 ~  (/7s*p+ 4 ) /3  xVos*A,pB A 0
S b  > 0 0 0
Pb > 0 0
S *B  >
FIGURE 6.3: The Defect Hamiltonian AH used to describe Arlike impurity 
states centred on the C atom in a A32C1B31 unit cell
0
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<r <L <x < z
Sc > -  Cso(l) —2 Cso(i)*” — 3 Cso(i)^  — Vl2 Cso(i)
S*c > 0 2 as*0(l) 3 cs*0(l) Vl2 a ^
Sa >
Pa >
6s  1(0) 
0
6s1(0) 0 V3 Csi(o)^
3 0x1(0)^  3 0x1(0 )^  V3( Cxl(0)^+Cyl(0)^+Czl(0}^)
S * A > 0 ' 8*1(0) 0 -V3 Cs-I ^' 8* 1(0)
Sb > 680(1) 0 6sO(l)
X 0
Pb > 0 6 6x0(1) 0 ■Vl2Cv ^' X O ( l )
S*B > 0 0 6s*0(l)
X 0
FIGURE 6.4: The orbital amplitudes Aa^ of the components of the Ai basis 
vectors which contribute to the defect component <i|AH|]> of the matrix 
elements My of eq. (6.8).
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6.4.4 Analysis of the Ai Matrix Elements
In this section we show how to calculate the different contributions to the 
Ai matrix elements in the defect Hamiltonian, in order to investigate later 
the relative importance of the various mechanisms considered.
The elements of the 4 x 4  defect Hamiltonian matrix M are given by
Mu v =  <u|Ho+AH|v> (6.8)
= M°y + AM„y
where u, v are two of the Ai basis vectors associated with r, L , X and I .  
We analyse the contributions to M by considering separately the 
interactions within the three different shells of AH. We write AM uv in terms 
of its different components as
AM uv = Vcuv"" -  Vsuv'"' +  Vacuv< '" - Vabuv''" +  \ '^ACuv' ’^ 8 /f + V-ABuv' '^A
(6.44)
where the first two terms
Vcuv™ -  V'buv™ = ( -  EsB*= + VBOac-ab) 4,c'' (6.45)
describes the interaction between states u and v due to the self energy 
changes on the substitutional site (zeroth shell) when we replace the host 
atom B with the impurity atom C. The self-energies Esx"^ are defined here 
to give the valence band offset of an AX compound at 0 eV, with the term
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VBOac-ab then taking account of the valence band offset between AC and 
AB.
The difference between terms 3 and 4 is given by
V aCuv^^^"Va Buv^^  ^ =
0
0
— VosA,sB
0
0
0
V o  sA^C “ VosC,pA
-VosA,sB +VosB,pA
-VosC.pA “ Vos'C,pA
+  VosB,pA +Vos'8,pA
0
0
0
- V ,Os*C,pA
0
0
r
Asc'
As.c"
AsA"
ApA"
(6.46)
which calculates the difference in interaction energy between the central ' 
site C and the 4 NN atoms in pure unstrained AC and AB compounds.
The sum of terms 1 and 3 is the interaction energy of an A4C tetrahedron 
with AC surroundings; similarly the sum of terms 2 and 4 is the interaction 
energy of an A4B tetrahedron with AB surroundings. Terms 1-4 quantify 
the change to the host Hamilitonian Ho by the substitution of an A4B 
tetrahedron with an A4C tetrahedron assuming a perfect fit.
The fifth term V'acuv^ ^^  ô/t is a correction term where we account for the 
strain effects that the AB environment has on the AC bonds of the A4C 
tetrahedron due to the size mis-match between atoms B and C. 
Conversely the final term Vabuv^ ^^  quantifies the strain effects on the AB
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surroundings, limited to the extent of the twelve AB next-nearest- 
neighbour bonds only. The strain dependent terms are defined below.
(1) _AC uv
‘s*A
AB uv
s^*A
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0  -OssVsA.sC OspVsC.pA
0  0
0 0
0
ns*pVs*c,pA
0 
0
(6.47)
Asc"
A.-c''
Asa"
Apa''
-(nsp+4)/3
xVsA.pB y
0 (/ls*p+4)/3 X Vs*B,pA
'(7Î5*p+4)/3 
X  Vs*A,pB o j
Asb"
Apb'
>As*b"
V V
IpB 0A
0 {/7s*p+ 4 ) /3  X Vs*B,pA
- (tIs*p+ 4 ) /3  
X  Vs*A.pB 0
Asa"
4pB"
As^b"
(6.48)
6.4.5 Generalised form for the Vai,pj interatomic matrix elements
Later we shall determine in detail how the matrix elements of M take 
shape for various host / impurity combinations. However in order to 
develop a clear picture of the mechanisms involved in the interaction, and 
to drastically reduce the number of parameters that would be needed if we 
used the fitted interaction matrix elements e.g. of [22], we shall attempt to 
predict some of the interatomic interactions by means of a more 
sophisticated version of Harrison’s scaling rule [25].
Harrison’s rule says that the energy of the interatomic matrix 
elements of a tetrahedrally bonded semiconductor vary approximately as 
the inverse square of the interatomic distance. The values of the ssct, spa 
energies (and ppa, ppTt which are irrelevant in this work) obey this rule 
well for the group IV semiconductors. Figure 6.5(6.6) is a plot of the log of 
|ssa| (average spa), obtained from the relevant atomic term values and 
band structure symmetry points following the method set out in [16], 
versus the log of the bond length. Like the group IV compounds, the ssa 
and the average spa energies, i.e. (SaPc + ScPa)/2, of the lll-V’s whose 
constituent atoms are equal in size also vary as d~ .^ However for the skew 
compounds of the lll-Vs the scaling is significantly different. For 
compounds where the anion has fewer core electrons than the cation (i.e. 
is from a lower isoelectronic series of the periodic table), the data points 
tend to lie below the line corresponding to the interaction energy 
proportional to oF .^ For GaN and InN, the data points lie well below this
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g
Y = -2
Y =-2.8
Sic BAS
10 Y = -1 .2
GaN Ge
GaAs
GaP GaSb
AlAs
InAs
Log (d)
FIGURE 6.5: Log of the |Vss| transfer energy (4 |ss<7 |) plotted against log of the equilibrium 
bond length for lll-V compounds, where Vss was fitted using the band structure data in ref. 
[27], [28] and [50] for the conventional lll-V, N-related and B-related compounds 
respectively.
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Y =-2
S ic10
Y =-2.8
BAs
Y =-1.2
Ge
AlAs
GaAs
GaN
Sn
Gai
InAs
Log d
FIGURE 6.6: Log of the average Vgapc and Vscpa transfer energies (21SaPccr+ScPaa|/>/3) 
against log of the equilibrium bond length for lll-V compounds, where Vgapc and Vgcpa were 
fitted using the band structure data in ref. [27], [28] and [50] for the conventional lll-V, N- 
related and B-related compounds respectively.
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line, clearly indicating that the interactions scale inversely with of at a 
significantly faster rate for compounds where the anion is much smaller in 
size compared to the size of the cation. Conversely, if the anion is from a 
higher isoelectronic series the data points tend to lie above this line, with 
BP and BAs showing the greatest deviation; again indicated by the large 
size difference between constituent compound elements, but in this case 
the interactions scale inversely with of at a significantly slower rate for 
compounds where the anion is much larger in size compared to the size of 
the cation. For the first case, the bond length is made up predominantly of 
the cation, and in the second case, the anion. This then suggests that the 
interaction energy has a stronger dependence on the size of the cation 
than on that of the anion. This can be shown to be the case if we take a 
series of lll-V compounds with common cation and anion respectively and 
compare the two trends in interaction energy with bond length. For 
example, let us take GaAs, which is a non-skew compound, as a 
reference. In the figure, compounds where Ga is the common cation lie 
along a line of slope -1.2. Compounds with As in common lie along a line 
of slope equal to -2.8. This clearly indicates that, for the same reduction in 
Interatomic separation, the increase in the interaction energy due to a 
smaller anion substitute is less than that for a smaller cation substitute. A 
possible reason for this could be that the interaction energies are also 
dependent on the electronegativity of the atoms in such a way that they 
decrease with increasing electronegativity. For atoms in the same group of 
the periodic table, the electronegativity (gauged in terms of the Hartree-
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Fock free atomic-orbital energies) can be approximately related to the 
inverse of their size. This would mean that the dependence of the 
interaction energy on interatomic separation is weakened to an extent 
depending on the rate that electronegativity varies with size for a given 
group of elements of the periodic table. Our observation that the s-state- 
related interaction energies have a stronger dependence on the size of the 
cation than on that of the anion would support this argument, because 
electronegativity has a stronger dependence on the size of the anion than 
on the size of the cation. Furthermore, this argument also works when we 
compare the interaction energies of the group IV and non-skew lll-V 
materials. The interaction energies of these materials have a similar 
dependence on interatomic distance of an average strength when 
compared to that for the two classes of lll-V skew compounds discussed 
above. Based on our argument, this would be because the 
electronegativity dependence on the size of group IV elements is shown to 
be approximately the average between those for the group III and group V 
elements when we measure electronegativfty in terms of the free atomic- 
orbital energies.
Given the scaling indices of yv = -1.2 and ym = -2.8 for compounds 
with different group V and group III elements respectively, we then relate 
the interaction energies of all lll-V combinations XY to that of GaAs:
(roa +  ry y'" (rx+TA s)’’' '
Vop(XY) = V„p(GaAs) -------------------------  (6.49)
(ry+rY)^'"^’'"
where r% is the effective atomic radius of element X etc.
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BN
15
X BP
^  BAs
10 AIN R
S GaN
AlP AlAs
GaP GaAs GaSb 
^ ^ s S iA I S b
5 3.02 .52.01.5
Bond Length, d (A)
FIGURE 6.7: jVssI transfer energy (4|ssct|) against log of the equilibrium bond length for 
ili-V compounds, where Vss is given by a fitted value (squares), equation (6.49) (crosses) 
and an inverse square law (solid line). The fitted values were obtained using the band 
structure data in ref. [27], [28] and [50] for the conventional lll-V, N-related and B-related 
compounds respectively.
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Figure (6.7) shows the Vss transfer energies of the lll-V compounds XY as 
predicted by eq. (6.49)(crosses) and by an inverse square law (solid line), 
compared to the values given from a fit to the compound’s band structure 
(unfilled squares). It can be seen that eq. (6.49) describes the variation in 
the fitted ssa values much more effectively than the previously used 
inverse square law approximation.
We can further simplify equation (6.49) for those cases where we can 
approximate the XY bond length by twice the geometric mean of r% and ry,
i.e. where
do^  ^ = rx+ry  s 2V(r% ry ) (6.50)
This approximation holds for BN and also all other compounds for which 
X^B, Y^N.
This means that the transfer energies for compounds that do not involve B 
and N can be given independently as follows:
Vap(XY) =
X ^ B . Y ^ N  (6.51)
where the are the universal constants for the ss and sp interactions 
which are equal to -10.0 and 8.0 eVÂ^ respectively [25]. For Ill-V 
semiconductors we use the GaAs SaPc^  and ScPacr parameters listed in 
Table 2.1 of this work to derive the values of 7.8 and 8.1 eVÂ^ for risapc and 
T|scpa respectively.
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The expression is also relevant for the group IV combinations, where yiv = 
2 and r% = ry. Note also for the lll-V series, that if r% = ry, then the scaling 
index is also equal to 2, consistent with the results shown in figure 5 for 
the lll-V semiconductors that lie along the line of slope equal to -2. 
Therefore we can be justified in speculating that
(Yiii +yv)/2 = Yiv (6,52)
is no coincidence. Would this result also be true for the 11-Vl series?
The host materials that we are interested in do not contain N or B and 
since this work deals with energy changes relative to the host, a
combination of equations (6.49) and (6.51) will give the transfer energies
for the impurity- host pair AC as
V„p(AC) =
= (6.53)
where m(B) indicates whether B is a group 111,1V, or V element, and 
/=do' ‘^ydo''®.
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6.4.6 The s*- related defect Hamiltonian
The Inclusion of the Es* and Vs*p parameters in this work is important 
because we are dealing with the interaction between a basis of conduction 
band states which have not just anti-bonding but also bonding character 
due to the repulsive interaction with the higher lying states. Thus the 
defect Hamiltonian must include the change in Es* and Vg*p to quantify the 
change in the s* repulsion potential within the A4C impurity tetrahedron 
and to produce the correct energy shifts to the basis states in response to 
strain. Although the s*-related defect potential, AHs*,has no direct influence 
on the interaction with F, its influence on the self-energy shifts and 
interactions of the L, X and E states is considerable. These matrix 
elements, if large enough, play a significant role in the determination of the 
impurity energy E|.
6.4.7 The generalised V@*p interaction
The magnitude of the Vs*p and Vsp matrix elements for each of the 
conventional semiconductors in [22] are generally similar and follow similar 
trends. The relative values of Vs»apc to Vsapc and Vs*cpa to Vscpa are of course 
dependent on the energies chosen for Es*a and Es*c respectively. These 
energies were obtained by reference to the excitation transition spectra of 
the isolated atoms. The Vs*p interaction plays the role of a Vpdn interaction. 
Therefore we would expect to see a dependence on interatomic 
separation similar to that for Vss and Vsp i.e.
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Vs-afc;pow(AB) = na*a(0,pcfaj (6.54)
and
V s»a^ c ; p c f a > ( A C )  =  V s *a fc ;  p c (^ a ; (A B )  t  ( 6 . 5 5 )
6.4.8 Determination of a generaiised scaiing exponent no to describe 
changes in the interaction energies due to bond distortion
Having established above how the interatomic matrix elements vary with 
equilibrium bonding distance between different compounds, we must now 
consider how interactions vary with bond length in a specific compound as 
that compound is distorted from its equilibrium bond length do. To simplify 
the model further we assume all interactions vary as {do/df°. We set no 
equal to nss of ref [49], where nss was chosen to give a good all-round fit to 
the Ti deformation potentials, ac of all lll-V compounds. We choose no to 
equal nss because it is the only adjustable parameter available to 
reproduce ac. For the deformation potential at the X point a%, we still have 
T]s*afc;pcfa; to use as an adjustable parameter, no has the value of 3.76^.
® Since we are taking ali the deformation exponents to equal no, equation (6.34) is no 
longer zero. However It remains small enough in comparison to equation (6.33), coupled 
with the fact that there is comparatively only a small amount of orbital amplitude involved 
in the interaction; therefore we can still neglect it.
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6.4.9 Determination of 'r\s*a(c}pc(a) and the Generalised Basis vectors
We find the universal coefficient ris*afc;pcra; for s*pa interactions by first 
evaluating Vs*arcjpcra; for GaAs. The values for ys*a(c)pc(a) are chosen to 
reproduce the axi(3) deformation potentials for GaAs, that are determined 
by taking the value of the Xi(3)c -ri5v band gap deformation potential from 
ref. [20(32)] and adding it to the absolute T i5v deformation potential that is 
given by npp^  and npp„ of ref. [49], the same work that gave nss. An 
accurate description of this deformation is important, because a large part 
of AH arises from energy changes due to localised crystal deformation. 
Vs*arcjpcfa; for GaAs is obtained by using two constraint equations that are 
formed by equating the coefficients of the two lowest powers of s of the 
polynomial given on expanding the determinant
E safcJ-E xn3)c-39x,f3;c6 VgafcjpcfaJ ( 1 - r io S )  0
^ s a (c )  pc (a j ( 1  - H o B )  E p c ( a ; ( - ^ -  8  V s *a (c J  pcfa j ( 1  “ H o e )
0 Vs*afc;pcfa> (1-noB) Es*a(cr
=  0
(6.56)
where s is the bond strain due to hydrostatic pressure, Ex^ o^ c is the X-state 
energy at ambient pressure, Ep and Vs*p are variables, and all other terms 
were taken from Table 2.1 of this work.
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We use a k-dependent p-orbital energy Epcca/k) as a second variable in 
the fit to the strained and unstrained Xic and Xac state energies and not Eg*, 
because, for the case of the Xsc state, it is mathematically impossible with 
ngp equal to ng*p (and with the unstrained energy (Xsc) and deformation 
potential (ax^j values used) for any variation in spa and Eg* to provide a 
simultaneous fit to both constraints when the p-state of the anion lies 
below the unstrained Xsc state (a consequence of the sp^s* tight-binding 
fitting procedure). In fact the p-states of cation and anion are found to be 
higher in energy for the case of the sp^d V  tight binding model where the 
matrix elements are obtained by a similar fit to the GaAs band structure 
[37]. Here the p-states can be set further, above the valence band 
maximum, because repulsion from higher lying d-states can then be used 
to reproduce the correct energies for the Fisc and Fisv states. We can 
however assume that for our model, the variation in p energy with k is due 
to strain-independent second nearest neighbour p-p interactions which can 
play no role in the defect Hamiltonian, even if we allow these interactions 
to be different for next nearest neighbours of different species, because Ai 
symmetry about the impurity site prohibits electron probability on the 
impurity p-orbitals.
Tls*arc;pcfa; IS then given by eq. (6.54), giving values of 7.5 and 8.1 eVÂ^ for 
ris*apcand qg^ cpa respectively.
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The Xic and Xsc wave vectors taken from the 3x3 block matrix defined in 
eq (6,56), and L and E state functions from similarly constructed® 6x6 and 
8x8 block matrices (so that they too reproduce the correct energy and 
pressure dependence in the GaAs crystal defined by a Hamiltonian with 
new values for Vs*p and Ep, and a universal scaling exponent for strain), 
form a “universal" set of basis vectors for all the lll-V series. Table 6.1 
shows the probability distribution across the different anion and cation 
orbitals for the GaAs r ,  L, X and E states.
Generalised Basis vectors
r L Xi X3 E
Sa 0.31 (=) 0.15(0.15) 0.11(0.12) - 0.13(0.13)
Sc 0.69(=) 0.35(0.36) — 0.28(0.34) 0.26(0.27)
Pa — 0.11(0.11) — 0.27(0.31) 0.11(0.11)
Pc — 0.19(0.21) 0.45(0.48) - 0.24(0.26)
S*a — 0.13(0.12) 0.44(0.40) - 0.17(0.16)
S*c — 0.07(0.05) 0.45(0.35) 0.09(0.06)
Table 6.1 : Probability distribution of atomic orbitals, | Cai P of the 
generalised basis vectors (the values in parentheses are those derived 
from the GaAs Hamiltonian defined in chapter 2)
® We take the 6X6 and 8X8 block matrices of the GaAs Hamiltonian of chapter 2 at the L 
and %  S points respectively and replace the s*po matrix elements with those used to 
determine T]s*p (phase factor aside). All interactions, with the exception of ppa and pp%, 
scale with bond length strain s due to hydrostatic pressure as 1-nos (to first order). We 
make ppa and ppu independent of strain because the defect Hamiltonian does not 
include changes in these interactions due to changes in the bond lengths between 
nearest and next nearest neighbours. For each case considered, the diagonal Pa and pc 
matrix elements are then chosen to fit the strained and unstrained energies of the first 
conduction band. The deformation potentials that we use are given by taking the value of 
the Lic-Fisv and %Eic-risv band gap deformation potentials of the full tight-binding model 
in chapter 2 and adding it to the absolute Tisv deformation potential that is given by nippc 
and nippx of ref. [49], obtained from the same work that gave nss, which is equal to no.
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6.4.10 Determination of Es* for lii-V compound elements
Having established the universal coefficients for the s*pa interactions, we 
must now determine the s*-state energy for all the group III and V 
elements. We wish to describe accurately the energy of the conduction 
band X states in each XY semiconductor, and their deformation potentials. 
This is important because we want the X states to have the correct self­
energy shift due to the chemical change within the impurity tetrahedron 
A4C. Because we used the Eg* values from Table 2.1 for Ga and As to 
determine r|s*p by fitting to the correct X-state energy in GaAs (as well as 
to its deformation potential), we can then find Eg* for the group V(lll) 
element Y(X) relative to that of As(Ga) by the difference in the Xic(X3c) 
state energy Exip(Ex3c) (taken from a universal energy scale) of compounds 
GaY(XAs) and GaAs (Table 2.2 and ref. [27]). We choose Eg* to fit
<X3(1)g|H i _o(X3{1)c)|X3(1)c> -  Exg^ j^c  ^ -  E xg(i)/ (6.57)
where
Hi -o(X3(1)c) =
/ g ^ X ( Y )  _ g ^ G a ( A s )
V3p°(r'"w-i)
Vsp°(n'w-i)
0
Vs*p"(r"i(v)-1)
0
Vs'p°(n"(v)-i)
Eg/(Y)-Eg.G*(^
(6.58)
1X3(1 )c> is the wave vector of the unstrained X3(dc state of the appropriate 
characteristic determinant defined in eq (6.56), and 0 and 1 refer to
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compounds GaAs and XAs(GaY) respectively. This method used to 
determine Eg* for the group 111 and V elements is based on the 
assumptions that i) the wave vectors of the Xic and Xsc states are similar in 
each of the compounds GaY and XAs ii) the interactions vary with bond 
length as described by eq (6.54) and iii) the absolute energy of the As(Ga) 
p-state at the X point in each compound XAs(GaY) is the same as in 
GaAs.
We used the AI, In, P and Sb atomic s orbital values listed in ref [16] as 
they appear, respectively, in AlAs, InAs, GaP and GaSb, where the zero of 
energy has been taken at the valence band maximum for all materials, and 
shift their energy appropriately using the valence band offset terms [33.34] 
so that the values for all elements are given with respect to the GaAs 
valence band maximum which can then be used universally. The value 
used for N is listed in Table 2.1. The value used for B was obtained by 
employing the usual fitting procedure to the various BAs symmetry point 
energies [18] which we take in relation to the GaAs valence band 
maximum^. The value of the s-orbital energy for all the lll-V elements are 
given in Table 6.2.
 ^ Results for the valence band offset between BAs and GaAs obtained by experiment or 
from an accurate method of calculation were not available, so we used the value given by 
a simple general expression = aArx-x'+pArY_Y-+T(Ô{x-B,Ai)-S(X’-B,Ai)), that relates
the difference in the valence band maximum (VBM) energy between compounds XY and 
X'Y' to the difference in effective atomic radius between cations X and X' and anions Y 
and Y', and also the difference in the cation d to anion p coupling given by the 8-function 
term, where, respectively, a, p and y = 1.09 eVÂ"\ 4.52 eVÂ"^  and -0.65 eV. (in B and AI 
compounds, the unoccupied cation d orbital is above the anion p, so p-d repulsion 
pushes the anion p VBM down in energy. On the other hand, in Ga and In compounds, 
there is the additional effect of the Ga 3d and the In 4d core state p-d interaction that 
pushes the anion p VBM up in energy). This simple expression gives results that are in 
excellent agreement with those obtained by Van der Waile et ai and by Beiiaiche et ai.
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Element Eg (eV) Eg* (eV) r(A)
B -4.58 5.41 0.845
AI -1.94 5.77 1.225
Ga -2.94 6.53 1.225
In -2.52 6.53 1.405
N -15.28 11.22 0.725
P -8.44 6.89 1.135
As -8.63 7.09 1.225
Sb -6.65 6.32 1.405
TABLE 6.2: Calculated atomic s and s* orbital energies relative to the 
valence band maximum of GaAs and effective atomic radii of group III and 
Group V elements
We use the universal atomic orbital values, the Xic and Xsc state wave 
vectors of eq (6.56) and the universal coefficients q, to evaluate Eg* for all 
the lll-V elements, in order for any discrepancies in the self energy of the 
X states in compounds AB and AC, that may appear by applying these 
generalised parameters in our model, to be absorbed into E g * .  This 
approach also ensures that the L and 1 energies in relation to the AB 
valence band maximum for all lll-V host materials are in good agreement 
to the true values when we calculate their energies using the generalised 
wave functions and a part-generalised AB tight-binding Hamiltonian®.
ref. [33] and [34] respectively, using accurate methods of calculation that produced 
results In close agreement with those known by experiment.
® This Hamiltonian is defined using the generaiised interatomic matrix elements and 
atomic orbital energies in Table 6.2, which are adjusted to be with respect to the valence 
band maximum of the appropriate compound. The remaining parameters are given by 
their true values, where in addition, we apply the same shifts in energy to Epa and Epo that 
was used at the relevant L and f  S points when we derived the generalised Lic and^Z^  ^
basis vectors.
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6.4.11 Linear approximation to A
The calculated fractional bond displacement A, is plotted in Figure 6.8 as a 
function of t, the ratio of the equilibrium bond lengths It can be
seen that A varies approximately linearly with t for 0.70< t <1.20, which is 
satisfied for all possible impurity C and AB host combinations, so long as A
and/or B is not a III or V element from the carbon row. The line in figure
6.8 is given by eq. (6.24) for small in which the bond relaxation 
parameter S is given approximately by
f js  (1 -0 /4 ; 0.7<t<  1.2, (6.59)
to give
A = 3(1-0/4 ; 0.7< f < 1.2, (6.60)
6.4.12 Generaiised expressions for the Muv matrix elements
We are now in a position to evaluate the individual matrix elements in the 
matrix Muv of eq. (6.8). Using the results from the previous sections, we 
write
AMuv -  (Esc-E sb)Asc^ Asc'^  + (Es*c“ Es*b)As*c*^>As*c'^  {on site terms}
+ 0/''[(f-no(1-0/4)/f^"'(^)'"'-1]/(rAT^"'(^)%T"^(^)^^) {f^shell term}
+ 3O2"'^ (1- 0/(4 g^-Ym(B)/2^  {2""^shell term}
(6.61)
Qi and O2 are “universal” constants given by
0 / ' '  = (u|0f|v>+ <v|Qf|u)
= (u |Q 2|v) + (v |02 |u ) (6.62)
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t
FIGURE 6.8: Fractional bond displacement, A, against the ratio of equilibrium bond 
lengths, f, of compounds AC and AB calculated using equations (6.24) and (6.23). The 
region in which A varies approximately linearly is highlighted by the box inset in the figure.
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where the block matrices Qi and Ogare given by
Q2
Qi
/^n o x
s^AsB
(no+4)/3
■risspA
0
TlsCS/A
0
—(no+4)/3
'^ sApB
0
-(no+4)/3
s^*ApB
~^ sCpA 
~'^ s*CpA,
o ' \
(no+4)/3
'ns*sp>A
0
(6.63)
(6.64)
We note that the on-site terms are dependent purely on the difference in 
the s and s* atomic orbital energies of the impurity atom and substituted 
host atom. The terms for the first and second shells are dependent purely 
on the difference in effective atomic radii of atoms C and B. The 
magnitude of all these matrix elements has a weak dependence on atom 
A.
The assumed energy values of the s and s* atomic orbitals for the lll-V 
elements are listed in Table 6.2 and are given with respect to the valence 
band maximum of GaAs. The values for Qia(cr and Qsafc/'' for each Muv 
matrix element are given in Tables 6.3 and 6.4 for cation and anion site 
substitutions respectively. The energies of r ,  L, X and 2 for each host 
material are given in Table 6.5.
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U  V
(xlQ-^)
As*c^As*c^
(xlO-^)
or
(meVÂ^)
Q /"
(meVA^)
r r 2 2 0 2 8 7 - 1 0 0 5
Lr 3 2 0 4 3 1 - 1 1 6 2
LL 4 5 1 5 1 6 - 5 8
x r 3 9 0 6 4 1 - 6 5 8
XL 5 7 2 7 4 7 3 1 6 7
XX 7 0 1 1 2 - 3 5 8 - 2 9 8
s r 4 7 0 6 8 6 - 1 5 5 4
2L 6 8 1 2 7 8 5 7 0
SX 8 5 5 2 6 2 3 2 5 9
ss 1 0 3 2 4 1 1 8 1 1 7 5
Table 6.3: Coefficients of eq.(6.61) for the generalised matrix elements uv 
of IVI for the case of a cation impurity.
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U V
(xIO-^)
As*c^As*c^
(x10“").
o r
(meVA^)
o r
(meVA^)
r r 9 0 287 -1005
Lr 13 0 408 -1220
LL 18 17 319 -551
x r 18 0 507 -292
XL 25 44 9 48
XX 33 134 -1019 -849
s r 22 0 666 -1438
EL 30 31 440 -536
SX 40 90 -196 11
ss 47 63 563 -483
Table 6.4: Coefficients of eq.(6.61) for the generalised matrix elements uv 
of M for the case of an anion impurity.
AB state 
(eV)
GaP InP AlAs GaAs In As GaSb- InSb
E(ric) 2.89 1.41 3.03 1.42 0.32 0.81 0.24
E(Lic) 2.56 2.00 2.56 1.72 1.35 0.90 1.03
E(Xic) 2.35 2.38 2.15 2.03 2.28 1.40 1.71
E("/3llo) 2.86 2.48 2.65 2.25 1.98 1.35 1.58
TABLE 6.5: Tic, Lic, Xic and % Iic  point energies of host material AB. The 
fic, Lic and Xic values are taken from chapter 2 for GaAs and In As; from 
ref. [27] for GaSb, GaP and InP; from ref. [51] for AlAs; and ref. [52] for 
InSb. The point energy was calculated using tight-binding
parameters adjusted to fit the values at the Tic, Lic, Xic points used in this 
work.
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6.5 Results and Discussion
We base our discussion on two examples of impurity substitution in 
compound AB, firstly for the case of an anion impurity and then for the 
case of a cation impurity. We choose GaAs to be the host and our 
impurities for case^ and case® to be nitrogen and boron respectively. In 
each case we shall analyse the interaction energies for each of the 3 
terms in eq. (6.61), each of which we will refer as to a zone. Zone° is on 
the Impurity site, zone^ consists of the bonds AC and zone^ is formed of 
the bonds AB. The analysis will involve the interactions between r  and L 
(which is strongly linked to p) and the self energy changes of the L and X 
states (which are starkly different in symmetry and orbital character) to
give an indication on where the defect state will be in relation to r ,
depending on the strength and phase of the different contributions to it. 
The analysis of these interactions will be done in 4 stages leading up to 
the full defect Hamiltonian.
• Stage 1 : On site s orbital only
• Stage 2 : No deformation and no s* contribution . We are now looking
at the added contribution due to the unstrained difference in the ss and 
sp bonds of AC and AB.
• Stage 3 : We now include the effects brought about by the crystal 
deformation
• Stage 4 : The full defect Hamiltonian is used by the addition of s* 
related energy changes i.e. AHs*
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6.5.1 Comparison of Nitrogen impurity and Boron impurity in GaAs
Figure 6.9a shows the profiles of the FL, LL and XX interaction energies 
within each of the 3 zones for each stage of AH for a N impurity, starting 
with its most basic form, and from then, by adding another component at 
each stage until AH is considered in full form. The values for a, p and En 
are also predicted at each stage along with the L, X and S character of 'Fn- 
Figure 6.9b shows the same results for the case of a boron impurity.
• For stage 1, all the interaction energies are negative and the 
magnitude of the N interaction terms (fig 6.8ai) are larger than those for 
B (fig 6.9bi). Lower energies are shown in the profile for N because the 
difference in electronegativity between N and As is far greater than that 
between B and Ga. As a result of this En is lower in energy and a and 
have larger values; however Eg still has a sizeable interaction with f  
when only the on-site difference in s-orbital energy is included. It is 
worth mentioning that for the case of N, the magnitude of is 
significantly underestimated when compared to the experimental 
values. In addition En is predicted to be a deep trap state with an 
ionisation energy equal to 60meV (for impurity composition and room 
temperature) when in fact it is a resonant state that lies above the CBM 
by around 280meV.
• For stage 2, when we include the unstrained difference between AC 
and AB bonds we see that for both N and B, the increased interaction 
energy shifts the L and X conduction band states (which are anti­
bonding states) upwards in energy. For case® Eg is very high in energy
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but has a much greater interaction with P, via the AC bond changes. 
For case‘s the zone”' and zone® interactions practically cancel. We note 
that no defect state with Ai-type symmetry would exist here if only 
stage 1 and 2 contributions were included
For stage 3, we observe 2 highly significant effects, which are more 
apparent for case^. The AC bonds in zone^ are under high tensile 
strain, reducing the bond strength to an extent that they are almost 
equal to the natural AB bonds, cancelling the effect of stage 2. We 
observe the same effect for case® but to a lesser degree because the 
AC bonds start out at much higher energies coupled with the fact that 
they experience a lesser degree of tensile strain. The second effect of 
stage 3 is that the AB bonds of zone^ are also stretched but also 
experience bending, greatly lowering their energies. This effect along 
with stage 1 more than doubles ^  for case^ , bringing it close to the 
experimental value. It is worth pointing out before we look at case®, 
that the XX interaction energy of zone^ is in fact of opposite sign to that 
for r  and L interactions. This is because the X symmetry is anti-phase 
in zone^; therefore a reduction in AB transfer energies reduces the 
bonding interaction, hence raising the energy of the X state. As a 
consequence of crystal deformation En is now pushed further down in 
energy, to the extent that it is now a confined state in the band gap that 
is bound by 120meV, twice as stage 1 energy. For the case of boron, 
we see that the reduction in the transfer energies has helped to lower 
Eg compared to its value in stage 1; however, adding the strain in 
zone^ has now made p  very small, by cancelling out the increase in
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energy due to zone\ as discussed previously. This accounts for the 
weak effects observed experimentally when B replaces Ga to form 
GaBAs.
• For stage 4, the effects of the s* orbital are finally introduced. We 
begin our discussion for case‘s. The introduction of the s*p transfer 
energies has only a real effect in zone^; they are negligible in zone^ for 
the reasons given previously. The s*p interactions tends to lower the p 
energy; therefore any reduction in the s*p interaction due to bond 
stretching and bending, raises the energies of the conduction band 
states with s* character. This effect is observed in zone^ for LL. 
However, as pointed out earlier the s, and likewise s*, of the X state is 
opposite in phase in zone^; therefore the effect is to raise its energy by 
a considerable amount, because the X state is mainly of s* character. 
However, by far the greatest contribution to the increase in the X 
energy is attributed to the much higher lying s* orbital of N. This applies 
also for LL and SS but to a lesser degree because of the smaller 
amount of s* character on the anion site. For N the effect of the s* 
orbital is to shift the energy of En upwards so that it changes from 
being a bound defect state in the gap to a resonance with energy close 
to the experimental value. For the case of boron on the other hand, the 
s* orbital has a lower energy value, consequently the X state 
experiences a large downward shift. Due to the size of this shift, we 
predict that there is an s*~like resonance of Ai-type symmetry that lies 
close around the L and Xiestates. Going back to the nitrogen case, we 
note that the final prediction for the resonance consists of negligible
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Xai character (see equation (6.75) in the next section for an 
explanation, which relates the fractional Xai character of the N state to 
the matrix elements). This defect state has character that enables it to 
interact strongly via the s-related defect Hamiltonian; hence the strong 
interaction with r. The Xai state on the other hand is mainly of s* 
character, therefore it is found to interact more strongly with the s* 
related defect Hamiltonian, making the Xai state a main contributor to 
the s*-like defect state of Ai-type symmetry lying very high up in the 
conduction band. This state will be orthogonal to our resonance, and 
would account for the insignificant amount of Xai character.
6.5.2 General group III and group V "impurities” in GaAs 
Full Hamiltonian energy profiles of the TL and TX interactions are shown 
for P, Sb, AI and In impurities in GaAs (figures 6.10a-d). Shown in the 
inset are predictions for a, /3 and E|. The next section gives details on how 
cr, /? and E| can be determined. It is important to point out that these 
impurities only generate a minor perturbation on the GaAs Hamiltonian.
For the case of P, B and In, the Xr interaction is opposite in 
sign to Lf and n .  This means that the L, X, I  combination that makes up 
the impurity state, is not a symmetric one. An Xai contribution that is anti­
phase to L and I  makes up the respective component. This type of L, X, 1 
combination reduces the density of the impurity state within the A4C 
tetrahedron, because the X contribution tends to cancel the L and 1 
contribution in the central tetrahedron, while adding amplitude to the 12 AB 
bonds. An impurity state with this kind of probability distribution provides 
the optimum interaction with V and is also less localised.
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FIGURE 6.9: Energy profiles of the PL, LL and XX Interactions on the impurity site 
(zoneO), across the 4 AC bonds (zone1) and across the 12 AB bonds (zone2) for each 
stage (1-4) of AH for a N impurity (fig 6.9ai-iv) and for a B Impurity (fig 6.9bi-lv). Given in 
the inset for each stage of AH are predictions for a, (3, the defect state energy En(b) 
(values in parentheses after hydrostatic strain correction) and its composition In terms of 
fractional L, X and I  character for N and B. The different stage of AH are defined as 
follows: Stage 1 is the difference in the s-orbital energy of atom C and B only (ai and bi). 
Stage2=stage1 +the difference between the unstrained ss and sp bonds of AC and AB (ail 
and bii). Stage3=stage2+the effects of bond distortion (aiii and biii) and Stage4 includes 
the full defect Hamitonian, which is equal to stageS plus all s*-related changes.
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FIGURE 6.9: Energy profiles of the TL, LL and XX Interactions on the impurity site 
(zoneO), across the 4 AC bonds (zonel) and across the 12 AB bonds (zone2) for each 
stage (1-4) of AH for a N impurity (fig 6.9ai-iv) and for a B impurity (fig 6.9bi-iv). Given in 
the inset for each stage of AH are predictions for a, p, the defect state energy 2^ (8) 
(values in parentheses after hydrostatic strain correction) and its composition in terms of 
fractional L, X and I  character for N and B. The different stage of AH are defined as 
follows: Stage 1 is the difference in the s-orbital energy of atom 0  and B only (ai and bi). 
Stage2=stage1+the difference between the unstrained ss and sp bonds of AC and AB (aii 
and bii). Stage3=stage2+the effects of bond distortion (aiii and biii) and Stage4 includes 
the full defect Hamitonian, which is equal to stageS plus all s*-related changes.
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FIGURE 6.9: Energy profiles of the TL, LL and XX interactions on the impurity site 
(zoneO), across the 4 AC bonds (zonel) and across the 12 AB bonds (zone2) for each 
stage (1-4) of AH for a N impurity (fig 6.9ai-iv) and for a B impurity (fig 6.9bi-iv). Given in 
the inset for each stage of AH are predictions for a, |3, the defect state energy En(B) 
(values In parentheses after hydrostatic strain correction) and Its composition In terms of 
fractional L, X and I  character for N and B. The different stage of AH are defined as 
follows: Stage 1 is the difference in the s-orbital energy of atom C and B only (ai and bi). 
Stage2=stage1 +the difference between the unstrained ss and sp bonds of AC and AB (aii 
and bii). Stage3=*stage2+the effects of bond distortion (aiii and bill) and Stage4 includes 
the full defect Hamitonian, which is equal to stageS plus all s*-related changes.
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and bii). Stage3=stage2+the effects of bond distortion (alii and biii) and Stage4 Includes 
the full defect Hamitonian, which is equal to stageS plus all s*-related changes.
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FIGURE 6.10: Full defect Hamiltonian (stage4) energy profiles of the TL and TX 
interactions for (a) P, (b) Sb, (c) AI and (d) In impurities In GaAs, with predictions for a, p 
and the defect state energy E| In each case.
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In summary, we have presented to this point an explicit technique to 
derive the energy and character of the Arlike resonance/defect level 
which is introduced near the conduction band minimum when a single 
group lll(V) atom is replaced by a different group lll(V) atom in any lll-V 
compound. We have used the technique to analyse in detail the interaction 
between the resonance state and the conduction band edge for the 
specific case of N and B substitution, but considering also the general 
case (figures 6.10a-d), where the interaction effect is generally much 
weaker. We now turn in the next section to derive explicit expressions for 
the various terms a, p and En (E|) in eq. (6.1) for the case of a N atom in 
any conventional lll-V compound.
6.6 Determination of a, /? and E| in terms of the matrix 
eiements for Large Perturbations
Nitrogen is the only impurity where the matrix elements are too large for us 
to solve the matrix, IVI (eq.6.8) using Perturbation Theory. However the N 
state has insignificant Xai character in all the host semiconductors 
investigated, allowing us to reduce the matrix to a 3x3 determinant. This 
determinant can be solved without the need for numerical methods to a 
very good approximation. The perturbed Tic state of energy En , is the 
eigenvalue of the characteristic determinant of M that is closest in energy 
to Ero
' E ro+ rr-E n PL PZ
PL Elo+LL-Eh LS = 0  (6.65)
PS LS Ego+SS—En
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To obtain an analytical solution of eq. (6.65) we replace En by
E n  =  Ero +  T P  +  Sp (6 .6 6 )
where sr is small.
By expanding the determinant after this substitution, we can neglect the
sr  ^ term of the characteristic equation and take the smallest root of the
remaining quadratic equation for er
En = Ero + PP + -  b + V ( b ^ -  4 ac) (6.67)
2a
where
a = (ELo+LL-Ero--rr)+(E2Q+2S-Ero-Pr) 
b = ( T L f+ ( r i , f+  (LZ f -  (Elo+LL-Ero-PP) (Ezo+SS-Ero-FP) 
c = 2FL rs  LS -  (Elo+LL- En,-rr)(rS) ^  -  (Eso+22- Epo-rr) (TL) (6.68)
The wavevector of the perturbed P state is given by
1 Pi > = Cro^  ^I pQ >+ Clo^  ^I Lq >+ Czo^  ^I 2  o >
(6.69)
s  C ro ^ ^  I P o > + V ( l - l  C ro ^^  I ^ ) l  N o >  
where I No > is the Nitrogen resonant state wavevector defined as
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No> Clo^  ^ I Lq > +  Ceo^  ^ I 2q  >
V(I OLo" I : + 1 Oaf' 12)
(6.70)
which has energy
Eno = (Clo^ '/C so' ' ') ^ (E lo+LL)+E i:o+SS+2(Clo^ W c2o^‘ )L2  (6.71)r i / _  n
and where
( O l o  /  O i o  )  =
r L ( E s o + 2 S - E n ) - r 2  L 2 
r S ( E L o + L L - E n ) - r L  L 2
(6.72)
The fractional Xai character of the N state, I I ^  is given by
r
0X0N O  I 2
rX(EN0 - E n ) - r N  NX
r N ( E x o + X X - E n ) ~ r X  N X
<- 5% (6,73)
The parameters a and p are determined by the following expressions:,
p = -V32<rolAHlNo>
where
(6.74)
(CU r' / 020 '^ PS
V(1  +(OLO^Vozo^')^)
<rolAHlNo> = TN 03 75)
a = 32<rolAH|ro>  
= 3 2 r r
(6.76)
(6.77)
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If we assume the supercell is a free-standing crystal, we need to include 
the global strain effects for a, induced by the change in the supercell 
volume, which follows a near-Végard like average between the 
composition end points of compounds AC and AB [7], [11]. a in its 
complete form is then given by
a  = 3 2 ( IT -n o  Q / ’' (6. 78)
6.6.1 Simplified expressions for En and p  for aii lll-V materials
For the case of the nitrogen impurity we can make two observations that 
allow us to establish trends in the way properties of the basis relate to En 
and P throughout all the lll-V materials.
1. In all the lll-V host combinations where the impurity was nitrogen, we 
found that the impurity state was typically less than 5% Xai -  like; 
therefore 'Fn could be approximately given as a linear combination of 
the L and I  Ai states.
2. Results show that the N state is roughly made up of % L and % I  
character.
Using the approximation in 2. in conjunction with equations (6.71), (6.72) 
and (6.75) leads to the following simple expressions for En and p.
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En M f  Elq + Ejo -  |NN| 
(6.79)
p  » V32FN (6.80)
where
NN = | L L + ^ L Z  + i 2:Z (6.81a)
and
'■ N = f r L + ;L r z  (6.81b)
Ezo-E lo ranges between 0.2 and 0.6 eV depending on the host material 
(see Table 6.4).
For the case of the nitrogen impurity the FN matrix element can be given 
using just the first on-site term and the second shell term of eq. (6.61), 
where the s*-related on-site term does not apply and the first shell term is 
negligible. For the NN matrix element, this can also be given using just the 
first on-site term and the second shell term. In this case, as in the FN case, 
the first shell term is negligible, and the second on-site term can be 
approximately related to the first on-site term by a factor of -0.5. Applying 
these approximations to the FN and NN matrix elements gives
TN s A X n(E=n -E .b) + ^ 5 ^ | ^ ^  (6.82)
8 r,,— r,—
NN = 0.5 -  E,b ) + (6.83)
8 Ta “ Tb =
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where A^'N,Q™andQf are equal to
and ( j  Qg"- + 3 Q f )  respectively. Substituting for NN and FN in eq.
(6.79) and (6.80), and applying a correction due to hydrostatic deformation
for a “free-standing” crystal, given by (l |A |^L) ^  ^  ,then gives
&  « V32"a : X n(Esn-E ,b) + ^ ^ 4 ^ t- ^  (6.84)
V2 r*— Pb—
and
E , « I +1  E,„ + 0.5 A«,A«,(E,„ - E,b) + 1  - ( l|A .|l)]  , (6.85)
tA ' Ts '
where <L|Ae|L)=0.223 eVA^. |L> is the generalised Lic basis vector and Ag 
is a general matrix composed of the strain-dependent components of the 
part-generalised 6x6 block matrix used to derive |L) (see footnote 6), and 
is given by
A. =
' 0 0 0 Hsasc 'J ^ H s a p c 0 ^
0 0 0 V^ s^cpa 0 V^ s^*cpa
no 0 0 0 0 s*apc 0
128 s^asc V^ s^cpa 0 0 0 0
V^ '^ sapc 0 V^ s^*apc 0 0 0
I 0 s*cpa 0 0 0 0 J
(6.86)
Table 6.6 gives the values of and En for various lll-V host 
semiconductors, calculated using eq. (6.84) and (6.85), and the full-tight 
binding Hamiltonian and N-state wavefunotion M^n, of a A32N1B31 supercell 
(parentheses).
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GaP InP AlAs GaAs In As GaSb InSb
— 1.84 1.58 1.97 1.97 1.65 2.40 2.08
[1.86] [1.18] [1.98] [2 .00] [1.32] [2.56] [2.13]
(1.92) (1.05) (2.04) (2.07) (1.28) (2.54) (2.18)
En 2.50 2.00 2.31 1.73 1.40 0.84 1.00
[2.50] [2.12] [2.29] [1.71] [1.48] [0.82] [0.98]
(2.52) (2.12)., (2.32) (1.70) (1.47) (0.80) (0.92)
T a b l e  6 . 6 : 0^ and En (in eV) calculated for various AB host materials using 
equations (6.84) and (6.85) (no brackets), the full tight-binding Hamiltonian 
and N-state wavefunction of a A32N1B31 supercell (parentheses) and 
equations (6.84) and (6.85) using the full tight-binding values for the Asn 
coefficients (square brackets). For En, the energy is given with respect to 
the valance band maximum of the host compound. The values used for Es 
and r in eq. (6.84) and (6.85) are listed in Table 6.2, while the values used 
for Elo and Eio are given in Table 6.5. For details of the tight-binding 
Hamiltonian and the method used to derive M^n refer to footnotes 1 and 4 
respectively.
A comparison of the results in Table 6.6 shows very good agreement 
between eq. (6.84)/(6.85) and the full tight-binding model. This 
demonstrates that, with carefully chosen approximations, ^^ n and En can 
be given by a simple expression in terms of just the s orbital energy and 
effective atomic radius of nitrogen and the host elements, and the two- 
thirds-Lic-one-third-|I.,p energy of the host compound. Note however, that
for In As and InP the agreement between the two models is not as good, 
especially in the value for 0, where agreement is poor in comparison. This 
is mainly because in Vogl’s s p V  parameterisation, the and
states of In As and InP have significantly less s-character on the anion 
sites compared to the and states of other compounds, which in
turn, correspond well to the generalised and states. If we now
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solve equations (6.84) and (6.85) with the values of the Asn coefficients 
derived from the true wavefunctions of each compound (these results are 
given in square brackets), we see a significant improvement in the results. 
For In As and InP the improvement in 0 is very significant, such that it is 
given in close agreement with that of the full-tight-binding model.
A study of the results in Table 6.6 shows a definite trend in 0^  ^ across the 
range of host compounds. From P to Sb, the magnitude oi 0h increases as 
a result of an increasing size (and energy) difference between the host 
anion and N atom. Also, it is evident that there is a small dependence on 
the host cation. The size of the host cation has only a weak effect on the 
distorted AB bond contribution to 0^. As the size of the cation increases, 
the energy of the bonds in a pure AB crystal decreases, thereby giving 
less energy to the defect potential when distorted. However the 
contribution to 0^ due to changes in the size of the cation increases as the 
size of the host anion increases due to greater bond distortion. This is 
shown for example by the difference in 0\  ^ between GaP and InP 
compared to that between GaSb and InSb as given by eq. (6.84), which is
0.2 and 0.4eV respectively.
For the N-level, the two methods of calculation predict it to lie close to the 
L-level, where it tends to be lower in energy by an amount dependent on 
the magnitude of 0.
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6.7 Summary and Conclusions
In summary, by careful analysis of the full s p V  Hamiltonian, we have 
been able in this chapter to identify the important role played by each of 
the three main contributions to the defect Hamiltonian in determining the N 
resonant state energy and the magnitude of its interaction with the 
conduction band r  minimum. We have shown that the relative interplay 
between the three contributions leads to the N resonant state having little 
X character, and have also applied the model to analyse general group III 
and group V impurities in GaAs, as well as identifying why the interplay of 
different effects leads to B being a surprisingly weak influence on the 
energy gap of GaAs. Finally, we have shown by using a set of carefully 
chosen approximations that we can derive simple expressions for En and 
in terms of just the s orbital energy and effective atomic radius of 
nitrogen and the host elements. We have discussed how their values vary 
over several lll-V host materials. For those cases that we compared with 
full sp^s* tight-binding calculations, the results are shown to be in very 
good agreement.
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C H A PTER  7
A Tight-binding-based analysis of the band anti crossing 
modei in disordered inyGai_yNxAsi_% ailoys
7.1 introduction
In this chapter, we develop a model that describes the band structure of 
disordered lnyGai_yNxAsi_x systems via the interaction between a 
statistical distribution of resonant nitrogen states and the conduction band 
edge of the lnyGai_yAs alloy. We represent the resonant band by a linear 
combination of isolated nitrogen states using the 1728 atom unit cell N 
state that we obtained in chapter 4. This model can be used to carry out 
calculations for a very large sample of randomly distributed nitrogen 
atoms. We use it to estimate the statistical variation of the resonant band 
spectrum as a function of x and y, highlighting the effects of features like 
nitrogen pair states and other types of nitrogen clustering. In addition, we 
calculate the influence of a statistical distribution of N states on the band 
gap energy and other calculated transitional energies, and the extent to 
which statistical fluctuations in the N distribution lead to band edge 
broadening for various examples. Finally, we show how this simplified 
model compares with the full tight-binding model and how it can be
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reduced to two and three-band models to describe the band structure of 
disordered GaNxAsi_x with a statistically averaged distribution of N atoms. 
We first introduce the disordered resonant state model in section 7.2, 
describing how the conduction band edge energy can be calculated in a 
large unit cell containing A nitrogen atoms by diagnolising a (A+1)x(A+1) 
matrix. We then describe in detail in section 7.3 the method used to 
calculate each of the matrix elements in this (A+1)x(A+1) matrix. We 
extend the method in section 7.4 to consider the conduction band 
dispersion as a function of wavevector k. We compare the results of our 
model calculations with full tight-binding calculations in 7.5, and finally 
summarise our main conclusions in 7.6.
7.2 The InyGaf.yNxAs .^x system
The InyGay-yNxAsf-x Hamiltonian H, for the interaction between the N 
resonant band and the host conduction band edge can be represented by 
a (A+1)x(A+1) matrix. This describes the interactions between the 
individual localised nitrogen states, in a system containing A nitrogen 
atoms and their interaction with the extended conduction band edge states 
of the InyGa -^yAs host system, \{/ck. The eigenvalues Àk and eigenvectors 
%xk of H at wavevector k are solutions of the matrix equation,
Hk . %7.k -  ^k Sk . %xk , (7.1)
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where S is the overlap matrix, describing the overlap between 
neighbouring N resonant states.
To simulate the InyGa^yNxAst.x system, we imagine that the alloy consists 
of independent cubic volumes of InyGa .^yNxAs .^x having A nitrogen atoms 
randomly distributed among the M anion sites, where A is typically a 
number between 100 and 1000. This number (plus one for the extended 
conduction band state) determines the size of the matrix and the statistical 
description of the relative proportion and distribution of the local nitrogen 
environments. What we mean by an independent volume, is that the 
nitrogen atoms nearest to the boundary of one volume are assumed far 
enough apart from the nitrogen across the boundary in the neighbouring 
volume that they do not interact with each other. For some simulations, we 
also include interactions across the boundary by assuming periodic 
boundary conditions. The concentration x of nitrogen in the alloy is 
determined by A and by the assumed size of the volume, say 2M atoms so 
that X = A/M. Each of the anion sites is assigned a number / associated 
with a particular position vector r,-. We assign a number n to each nitrogen, 
then randomly distribute the A nitrogens among the M anion sites and note 
their position vectors R„. In a similar fashion we randomly distribute J In 
atoms among the M cation sites and record their position vectors 
where J = yM.
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7.2.1 The wavefunctions of the InyGaf-yNxAs^x system, xxk 
Here we make the assumption that the alloy wavefunctions at
wavevector k can be written as a linear combination of v|/ck and the A 
isolated nitrogen states ^Nkn located at (with Tnkn extracted from an 
isolated N site in a 1728 atom s p V  tight-binding calculation). We write
Xxk(r) = ^  axkn^Nkn(r-Rn) exp(ik.Rn) + aj,kcVck(r) (7.2)
7.3 Construction of the matrix elements for the case of k = 0
We describe in this section the procedure for constructing the matrix 
elements at the Brillouin zone centre (k=0). Later we shall see that for the 
general case, there is a straightforward way to modify the matrix eiements 
for finite wavevector k.
7.3,1 Decomposition of the InyGay.yNxAsy.x Hamiltonian
The InyGaf.yNxASf-x Hamiltonian H given as a function of nitrogen and 
indium can be rewritten as a sum of separate parts.
H = Ho + AH, (7.3)
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where Ho is the Virtual crystal Hamiltonian associated with the InyGa^yAs 
alloy and AH is the localised changes to Hq made by replacing a series of 
Ga4As tetrahedra with a set of lnmGa4-mN nitrogen tetrahedra (m=0,..4). 
AH is made up of two parts:
AH = AHin(i) + AHn (7.4)
where AHin(i) is the difference between all of the lnmGa4-mAs^ '^  and 
Ga4As^  ^ tetrahedra and AHn is the difference between all of the 
lnmGa4-mN and In^Ga^-mAs^^ tetrahedra.
The incorporation of indium in GaAs causes only minor changes to the 
conduction band states. For the example of an InjGa864-jNiAs863 s p V  
tight-binding calculation, the conduction band states folded back at F will 
tend to form a similar localised resonant state centred on N regardless of 
the number of indium atoms in the supercell, providing the 4 nitrogen 
nearest neighbours remain the same. This means for example that to a 
good approximation the N state of a Gas64NiAs863 supercell is similar to 
that of a ln86oGa4NiAs863 supercell, where the 4 Ga atoms make up the 
nearest neighbours of N. Consequently, we can use the same N state 
wavefunction in these two cases to evaluate the matrix elements of H.
We now turn to consider the energy of the N state and the nitrogen- 
nitrogen interaction energies, and to show how are they influenced by 
indium composition. Let us begin by first looking at the case for the self­
energy of the isolated N state with four Ga nearest neighbours:
En = (TN |H |TN>,  (7.5)
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where Tn is the N state for a Ga864NiAss63 supercell described by 
Hamiltonian H. The volume of this supercell slightly exceeds the effective 
volume of the N state Qn; therefore 'Fn can be considered as an isolated N 
state. The Hamiltonian H typically describes a system that is much greater 
in size than the 1728 atom supercell but, the change due to adding the N 
state need only be defined within such a supercell i.e.
H = Ho+AHv,,^ (7.6)
En is then given by
E n = ('F n | H o | ^ n > + < ^ n I A H I ' F n )
= Eo + Vo (7.7)
where we have separated En into two components, the first Eq being the 
weighted average of the conduction band states of Ho folded back at f  that 
contribute to ^n, while the second component Vq describes the energy 
shift in the weighted average due to the N-related potential. The addition of 
indium introduces strain and chemical-related changes to H. The indium 
influence on H, as seen by 'Fn , is almost entirely due to the bond 
relaxation changes within the nearest and next-nearest neighbour shells of 
N (where over 70% of the nitrogen state is found). The relaxation of the 
atomic positions within this volume is influenced by i) changes to the outer 
cation atoms that share bonds with the second neighbour arsenic atoms, 
which we shall refer to as changes in the shell, and ii) the change in 
supercell volume which follows a near Végard-like variation between the 
composition end points. The second mechanism contributes an almost 
linear variation of En with indium composition y, with negligible bowing 
effects, so that it gives E  ^= E,^ o + y(E^i -  Ej^ q ), where E no and E n i are the
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energies of the N state in a Gaa64NiAs863 and ln86oGa4NiAs863 system 
respectively. We find ENo-ENi"'0.2eV, where Eno and Eni are taken with 
respect to the valence band edge of GaAs. This is because the GaN 
nearest neighbour and GaAs next nearest neighbour bonds are stretched 
more (after relaxation) for a Ga4N tetrahedron in In As as opposed to a 
Ga4N tetrahedron in GaAs and stretched bonds have the effect of lowering 
the energy of the N state. The mechanism given by (i) can be described by 
a statistical distribution of group III elements in the third shell and leads to 
a spread of energies due to different indium configurations for a given 
composition. The shift to En due to mechanism (i), depends on the 
difference between the number of In atoms that occupy the 3^  ^shell, X  and 
the expected number determined by yxf/?e number of 3^  ^shell sites < X y >  
(=24y). We write this part of Hq as AH,n(3)=Hin(3)-<Hin(3)>. Our 
decomposition is complete and we can now write H(x,y) as a sum of all its 
component parts.
H(x,y)=y(Ho<^>+AH<''),„(„+AHN‘ >^) + (1-y)(Ho<“>+ AH<®>,„,d+AHn <”>)+AH,n(3,(7.9)
The energy of a particular nitrogen state is then given by
E n ( / )  = yEN + (1-y)EN^°> + V (X -<X y> )  (7.10)
where V' is the shift in energy per indium substitute of the 3*^  ^ shell. We 
calculate that this has the value of 10 meV. En^ ^^ and En^ °^  are given
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by (t'N|H<;>+AH<;|>,)+AH'J>|%) and (%|H™+AHf“>„+AHS’>|mJn) respective
ly, where the parenthesised superscripts (0) and (1) indicates AH for the 
Ga864NiAs863 and ln86oGa4NiAs863 systems respectively and Ho for the 
Ga864As864 and ln86oGa4As864 systems respectively. Note that, the AHin(i) 
component of AH associated with a N state with 4 Ga nearest neighbours 
Is equal to zero by definition, and therefore does not apply in this case. It 
only applies where it can be associated with N states with one or more In 
nearest neighbours which we shall introduce later in this section.
We now consider the effect of introducing a number of nitrogen atoms to 
the crystal at various locations within the effective volume Qi of the 
nitrogen atom Ni at location Ri. The defect Hamiltonian as seen by Ni is 
now given by
(y) = E  ( yAH^'k + (1-y) AH<% ) (7.11)
where AH^ is the defect Hamiltonian associated with the nitrogen 
tetrahedron k that is a member of the set Ki of N atoms, including Ni, 
located within Qi.
7.3.2 The 5 elementary N states and Defect Hamiltonians
Each nitrogen atom is bonded with 4 neighbours. For the InyGay.yNxASf.x 
system these neighbours can consist of a combination of Ga and In, giving
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rise to 5 possible discrete nitrogen tetrahedra Ga4.Jn/„N, m=0,..4. The 
type m, of each localised N state associated with the nitrogen atom, is 
unique and must be described by its own localised wavefunction \\!m(n) and 
m-type defect Hamiltonian AHmw centred on R .^ Furthermore, there are a 
number of different permutations I associated with each m type of 
tetrahedron for m=1,2,3. For example, there are four possible 
arrangements for a nitrogen atom bonded with 3 Ga and 1 In, as the 
indium atom can occupy any one of the 4 tetrahedron sites. However pre­
generating separate N-states and AH's for each such permutation is not 
required, as they are all related to each other by reflection and/qr rotation 
symmetry. In shorthand notation we write
%  W = ®l(m(n)} 4W(ri728/'+ R?), (7.12)
û H r{r j, r j)  = 0,Mn)) r,,.. + Rr). (7.13)
where © is the appropriate reflection/rotation operator and r,- is the 
displacement of the atomic site of the 2M atom supercell with respect to 
the equivalent site in the 1728 atom unit cell.
The five N states are given by taking the difference between the 
conduction band edge wavefunctions Zcm and lycm, of the 
Ga864-minmNiAs863 and Ga864-mlnmAs864 supercell s p V  tight-binding 
calculations respectively, for an arbitrary permutation, with defined to 
be orthogonal to the Ga864-mlnmAs864 band edge wavefunction,
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Ym ~  (Xcm ~  (XcmiYcm) Y cm )/''/(1““KXcni|Ycm)| ) ( 7 .1 4 )
For each of the N nearest neighbour configurations, the effective volume 
of AH, written as Qah, only extends up to the next-nearest neighbours of 
the nitrogen site, containing 17 atomic sites in total. Therefore AH can be 
reduced with our sp^s* Hamiltonian (5 orbitals per site) to an 85x85 matrix 
for fast integral calculations.
7.3.3 Generation of the Nitrogen band matrix elements
We are now at a stage to write the matrix elements of the AxA block of H, 
describing the interactions between different N resonant states. We have
H = Ho + AHin(3) + AHin(i)+ AHn, (7.15)
where the diagonal elements of Ho + AHin(3) are given by
Ho n,n + AH,n(3) n,n = <% I Ho ( / )  | %> + V ( X n ~ < X y > )  (7.16)
with Ho(y) = (1-y)Ho^°^+yHo^^\ where the superscripts 0 and 1 denote the 
Hamiltonian of Gaa64As864 and Ga86oln4Asa64 system respectively, and the 
4 indium atoms of the second system make up the nearest neighbours of 
the arsenic atom that is to be replaced by nitrogen.
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The diagonal elements of AHin(i)+AHN are given by
AH|n(l)n,n + AHn n.n ”  | AH[|n(l)+N],/c(y) | ^n>
keK „
~ I AH[in(i)+NU (y) 1% )^^ (7.17)
k^ K„
where ( means we just integrate over the atomic sites within the
effective volume of the defect Hamiltonian centred on the N site, which 
is done by using the 85x85 non-zero AH matrix elements from the 1728 
atom supercell, accordingly arranged by permutation and type, and with 
the 85 appropriately selected and arranged elements from the wave 
vectors, which again is dependent on permutation and type but also on the 
displacement between the N sites k and n .
The Ho off-diagonal matrix elements are given by
Hon,n' “ I Ho (X) l^n')
= y<% I Ho‘'> 1% ) + (1-y)<% I Ho<“> 1%.), (7.18)
where the centre of is displaced relative to that of %  by the vector 
Rn-Rn. These integrals are time-consuming. However we make the 
calculation efficient by converting it to a dot-product multiplication between 
two vectors, such that
Hon,n- = y< %  + (1-y) < 'Vn  , (7.19)
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   ■
where is computed by calling upon another set of pre-generated
vectors listed in our library, defined as
= H o^S m , (7.20)
and then applying to it the appropriate rotation, reflection and 
displacement operators so that
n' (X^ “  ®l(m (n'})^^^m (n'}{^ '\72Bi''^^) (7.21 )
The AHin(i)+AHN off-diagonal matrix elements are given by 
AHn.n' = E  m  |AHi,n(l).N]./c(y)|%)o^^. (7.22)
ksK „r\K „-
The summation is over the defect Hamiltonian terms associated with N 
sites which are common to both sets, Kn and Kn', where Kn(n') is the set of 
nitrogen site numbers k(k% pertaining to the nitrogen atoms that are 
located within the effective volume of the nitrogen state at site number 
n(n).
We neglect the AH,n(3) off-diagonal matrix elements.
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7.3.4 The Nitrogen band S matrix
The matrix elements of the AxA block of S are found by evaluating
Sn,n' = CFn%/> (7.23)
7.3.5 Interactions involving the f  state of the host
Since we are dealing with a basis of localised wavefunctions, we have only 
to define the r  state within the effective volume of each N state of type m 
and permutation I i.e.
^Cn{rj) = (864 /M )’'^  ^0/f>nfn;jYQrfnXri728/'+Rn). |r/-R }| < TfiN (724)
where Ycm is the wavefunction of the conduction band edge of the 
Ga864-mlnmAs864 supercell which we used to obtain the N state 
The remaining matrix elements are summarised below.
H„o = I AHn,„ (y) + <% I E  AHn,* (y) l ' y e n ) (7.24)
keKn,k^ n
Snc ~ 0 (7.25)
Hce = yEer'"’ + (1-y) Eer'“>+by(1-y) + 3 a ,( |-1 )x
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(^cnl AHn,n(y) |'Fcn)a^^  ^ (7.26)
where b is the full sp^s* calculated InGaAs conduction band edge bowing 
coefficient, which is equal to 0,23eV, do and 3q are the InGaAs equilibrium 
bond length and conduction band edge hydrostatic deformation potential 
respectively, and di is the equilibrium bond length of lnGaNxAsi_x. Note 
that, because of the extended nature of %n, it is necessary to integrate 
over a greater range of AHN.n(y), up to the extent of its approximate full 
range of 64 atoms, in the first and last terms of equations (7.24) and (7.26) 
respectively. However this integration is only required once for each of the 
five N types m.
7.4 Construction of %ok and modification of the matrix elements 
for calculations at general wavevector k
We extend the model in this section to describe the conduction band 
dispersion as a function of wavevector k. We found in chapter 4 that the N 
band wavefunction at the zone centre 'Fnxf, for a supercell of size 2M 
containing A nitrogen atoms (composition x=A/M) could be given by the 
normalised wavefunction
YNxr = Ê  Cfi>mrj (7.27)
f=1
where ^Nor./ is the isolated N state from the 1728 atom supercell 
calculation at k=0 centred at site /. For systems where the N sites are all 
given by supercell basis vectors, the ^Nor,/ wavefunctions form a 
symmetric combination of equal weighting (c,- constant).
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A linear combination of isolated N states could also serve as a basis for 
^Nxk, which we write as
'FNxk = 2  exp(ik,R/) c/^Nok,/ (7 28)
/=i
where 'fNok is the isolated nitrogen state extracted from our calculations by 
orthogonalising to the N-free conduction band state with wavevector k. 
The phase factor is introduced into eq. (7.28) for ease of manipulation 
later, as the extended k state will interact with this combination of N states.
The wavefunction for the N state at the zone centre is compact and is 
given by the sum of many k states from the conduction band that are 
folded back at the r point, with the vector sum of each folded state 
equalling zero. The technique we used to extract the wavefunction is 
summed up in the equation
'Fnof = (XcF-(XcfIYcf) Ycf)/V(1-KxcfIYcf)P) (7.29)
where Xcf and YcF are the CBM's for the Ga864NiAsa63 and Ga864Ass64 
systems respectively. If an isolated N state formed a defect level below the 
conduction band edge, we could have found T^ nof by removing the \ycr 
character from the xnof  wavefunction i.e.
'F nof = (xnof -  (X nofIY cf)  Ycf)/'V(1-|(xnof|Ycf)P) (7.30)
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However we saw in chapter 4 that because the N state is resonant in 
GaAs, xno(d is not defined explicitly in one state of the Ga864NAs863 system 
but is distributed over a few states that lie close in energy to En. In 
principle either equation could also be used to find ^nok- However this 
would require us to calculate x c k  or x n o r  for each particular point k that we 
want to look at in the Brillouin zone. For the requirement of efficiency, we 
instead write 'Fnor as
^NOk -  (^Nor -  <^NorlYck) Yck)/^(1-|('FNor|Yck>|^), (7.31)
which is a valid technique if |(TNortYck)| « 1 for all k. This condition is 
satisfied by our independent N state. (YNorlYck) is the overlap integral 
between 'Fnof and Yck .with the phase of vj/ck chosen to be zero on the N 
site.
We shall now justify why eq. (7.31) works by considering the host states 
that form the basis for the N state. Let us imagine a supercell of cube 
length L, where L is an even number of unit cell lengths, containing two 
nitrogen atoms, one at the origin, and one displaced along the z-direction 
by L/2. Only host states where each x,y,z component of its wavenumber is 
2%n/L, and where n is an integer that can be different for each component, 
will be folded back at the zone centre. These states can be categorised 
into 2 sub-sets, say A and B, where A contains those states where k% =
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4TCD/L, (not including the host r  state), and B contains those states where 
kz = 27t(2n+1)/L. The vector sum of states in each set will be equal to zero. 
Two localised states are formed, one from each set. Set A forms a 
symmetric state which is the x2nf state for the two nitrogen (2N) atom unit 
cell and set B forms an anti-symmetric state which gives the X2n(/ l^) state, 
where /cl=27t/L in the z direction. This means that 'F2nf=A and 
^ 2H{ki)~B~aki^ci<L‘ By taking the same supercell containing just the N 
atom at the origin, which is large enough for it to be considered isolated, 
we can obtain Twor, which must be of the form aA+(3B. We can then use 
^Nor to create the wavefunctions of the 2N supercell calculation. If we 
place YNor/^2 in a symmetric manner at each of the two N sites this gives 
(aA+(3B)N2 on site 1 and (aA-pB)/V2 on site 2. The resultant is V2aA, 
because the two A sets, each in phase on their respective N sites, will 
constructively interfere totally because of our choice of separation, while 
the two B sets are opposite in phase and will destructively interfere with 
each other totally. All we are left with is a combination of the set of A 
states, of weighting a determined from the isolated N calculation. This 
weighting is similar to that of the 2N calculation, as is generally also the 
case for systems containing larger numbers of nitrogen. This was shown in 
chapter 4 by the fact that the overlap between the actual N state of several 
ordered systems and those we reproduced using Tnoh was very close to 
unity. If we now choose to invert one of the TNor/V2 wavefunctions, i.e. by 
multiplying it by the phase difference between the N's for this /c, we get 
(aA+pB)/V2 on site 1 and (-aA+pB)/V2 on site 2. The effect is the
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complete opposite to earlier, resulting in the state V2pB. This normalised 
anti-symmetric state would give the %2fi(ki) state (normalisation constant C 
= which is the correction for overlap). If-as a prerequisite-we
remove the v[/c/ci.component from ^mrN2, which has weighting (3a^ /^V2, we 
would instead be left W\th-^2f>C[B-akiycki}= YcA/.. which by definition 
equals Now if L/2>U, where U  is the minimum number of cell
lengths for our nitrogen state to be considered independent, so that we 
have aAspB, then 'Fnof is effectively the same for all L/2>Lo but we can 
also say TNOF(r)=%No(k,r)(rx,ry,rz<Lo/2),=0(rx,ry,rz>Lo/2) for all k and not just 
for k i (where L>2Lq), because larger k are equivalent to one of the /c l 's .  
Therefore, for the purpose of evaluating the nitrogen-nitrogen interactions, 
we can write ^m(k)='Vmr~9kWok • To summarise
^ N O k  =  (%NOk -  (X N O k lV ck ) Yck)/'V (1-|<XN0k|Yck)|^)
=> ^NOF = XNok ; rx,ryjz<Lo/2
=  0  ; rx,ry,rz>Lo/2
^NOk =  (^NOF -  (^NOFlYck) Yck)/V (1-|(YN0F|Yck)|^) i rxTy,rz<Lo/2 (7 .3 2 )
At general wavevector k, Ywok will no longer have Arlike symmetry but will 
instead have some small directional character along k because 'Fnof is
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constructed with small contributions from many k components. This is true 
even for those states with long wavelengths, because ^Nor was 
constructed to be orthogonal to \\fcr- In fact the maximum overlap between 
'Fnof and \j/ck occurs for wavelengths A-2n/k that are about twice as long 
as the effective radius of WNor and even then the overlap amounts to < 0.1, 
which can be considered small. Even though we are only applying a small 
correction to ^nof , its effects adds up significantly when we have a high 
concentration of nitrogen. For example, the energy of the N state in a 64 
atom supercell containing one nitrogen, increases by -100 meV when 
going from F to a quarter of the way to the X point, to k=(/T/2a,0,0). This 
change in energy is also manifested through significant changes in the N- 
N interaction energies, which increase for those N neighbours along the k 
direction and decrease for those in directions perpendicular to k.
7.4.1 Modification to the H and S matrix elements for calculations at a 
general k value
When we construct our matrix elements, we do not use the new 
wavefunction ^Nkto calculate them. Instead the correction made to 'Fno is 
taken directly into account via the S matrix. For the case of calculations at 
a general k value, the AxA block of the H and S matrices remain 
unchanged from that worked out at F. The only modifications we make are 
to those matrix elements that involve the extended k state. As before, we 
define this state within the effective volume of each N state n i.e.
1 5 2
=  (864/IVI)'^  ©/(mfh^ YdWÿ (*"1728/'"*" R?), |r/“ R?| ^  / f iN  
= (864/M &l(m(n) Ycknifn) ( * 1 7 2 8 . R j (7.33)
\}/ck is the wavefunction of the conduction band at k, which is defined within 
a 1728 atom supercell. We construct Yck by using one of two methods. 
The first method constructs \}/ck exactly from an sp^s* tight-binding k- 
dependent Hamiltonian using a 2 atom GaAs primitive cell, with the 
wavefunction projected onto the atoms of a Gas64As864 supercell with 
scaling f a c t o r a n d  phase where d is the position of the atom
relative to the N site. This method can only be used for binary host 
systems. The second method is approximate but can be used for any 
ternary host system that can be described by the Virtual Crystal method. 
The method uses the k.P method to generate \yck- If YcMm is the 
conduction{valence} band edge wavefunction of the Ga864-mlnmAs864 
system which is then modulated by the phase then i|/ckm is given by 
(Xk(y)Vcm’^ j3k(yhvm Where the coefficients a  and J3 are determined from the 
appropriate solution of the 2x2 Vègard-averaged k.P matrix 
A(y)=yA(lnAs+VB0)+(1-y)A(GaAsj using the tight-binding method.
Finally, we can determine the matrix elements linking the unperturbed 
conduction band state to the nitrogen resonant state by evaluating 
H„o(k) = y  <<!)<'>„ |Yok n) + (1-y) l'ï'ck
+ <>?„ |A H N ,„(y)|'yW o„„+< 'y„ I E  AHN,k(y)|%kn)n_, (7.34)
keK„,
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S„c(k)=('F„|'Pci,„> (7.35)
while the diagonal conduction band state matrix element Is given by
Hco(k) = yEok<'> + (1-y) Eck‘“’ + 6y(1-y) + 3 a ,(^ -1 )x  
+  ( 'i 'c k n l E  AHn,n(y) I'Fckn) (7.36)
7.5 RESULTS
Having established in the previous sections the details of the model to 
describe the effect on the conduction band edge energy of interaction with 
a linear combination of localised impurity states (LCLIS), we turn now to 
apply the model. We first investigate its overall accuracy by comparing the 
results obtained using the full sp^s* model with those obtained using the 
LCLIS method for a series of 1000 atom supercell calculations., Having 
established that the method provides a good description of these full 
results, we then apply it to investigate the effects of disorder in very large 
structures, establishing how random alloy disorder effects broaden the 
band edge with increasing N and In composition. These calculations also 
emphasise the important influence which nitrogen pairs have on the band 
gap bowing and lead us to propose firstly a three-band and then a 
modified two-band anti-crossing model, where we initially treat nitrogen 
pairs separately from isolated nitrogen atoms. Finally we derive how the
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band anti-crossing model should be adapted to describe the band 
dispersion at finite wavevector k.
7.5.1 Comparison of LCLIS method with full sp^s* tight-binding 
calculations of simple random lnyGai.yNxAsi-x supercell structures
system Er(x,y) (eV) l(Vr(0,y) 1 Yr(x,y)>|^
GagooNsAs^ gs
1.291, 1.291
1.284, 1.283 
1.241, 1.240
1.292, 1.292
1.285, 1.284
0.734, 0.733 
0.721, 0.718 
0.557, 0.555 
0.728, 0.727 
0.723, 0.721
Ga5ooNioAs49o
1.175, 1.172 
1.152, 1.147 
1.218, 1.215 
1.179, 1.176 
1.190, 1.187
0.591, 0.586 
0.558, 0.549 
0.699, 0.694 
0.608, 0.602 
0.602, 0.597
Ga5ooNi5AS485
1.102, 1.095 
1.100, 1.092 
1.152, 1.147 
1.084, 1.076 
1.134, 1.130
0.560, 0.548 
0.569, 0.555 
0.676 0.667 
0.495, 0.482 
0.633, 0.627
ln75Ga42sNioAS4go
1.076, 1.082 
1.080, 1.087 
1.023, 1.032 
1.037, 1.046 
1.101, 1.106
0.716, 0.714 
0.729, 0.726 
0.628, 0.622 
0.664, 0.660 
0.788, 0.786
1 n i 5oG 335qN 10 AS49o
0.964, 0.976 
0.987, 0.997 
0.955, 0.966 
0.967, 0.979 
0.992, 1.001
0.808, 0.800 
0.846, 0.839 
0.767. 0.759 
0.815, 0.807 
0.863, 0.856
Table 7.1: Calculated value for the conduction band energy Er(x,y) and Its fractional r  
character for a series of inyGaiiyNxAsi-x 1000 atom supercell structures. Bold: full sp®s* 
tight-binding calculations; italic: LCLIS model. The zero of energy is taken at the valence 
band edge of bulk GaAs.
Table 7.1 compares the values of the conduction band energy Er(x,y) and 
its fractional f  character given by the LCLIS {italic) and full sp^s* tight- 
binding (bold) models, for various lnyGai.yNxAsi_x simple random 1000
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atom supercell structures. The site indices of the 500 anion sites are 
randomly determined and applied to both calculations. We include periodic 
boundary conditions both in the full sp^s* calculations and also in the 
LCLIS model when determining the nitrogen-nitrogen interactions. Note 
that in these calculations the parameters of the LCLIS model have been 
re-scaled slightly (by a few percent) to fit the sp^s* calculated N state 
energy and N - f interaction energy for a 1000 atom supercell containing 
one N atom.
From the results in Table 7.1 it can be seen that:
i. The variation in Ep(x,y) increases as the number of nitrogen 
increases, but tends to first increase and then decrease with 
increasing indium content.
ii. On average there is a sharp drop in fractional F character from x=0 
to x=0.01 i.e. loss in F character “switches in" very quickly, however 
further loss occurs more slowly on average between x=0.01 and 
x=0.03. Also, with increasing indium content the average reduction 
in F character decreases.
iii. There are notable features in the results of fractional F character fr- 
For the first case, we see a discrete anomaly in fr across the five 
random stuctures. Four of the values are relatively large and show 
little variance, while for the third structure, fr drops in value to just 
over a half. This shows that there are two discrete effects on the 
conduction band edge, which shows up well for small x. The reason
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behind these results lie in the energy of the N states, which is 
significantly different for an isolated N state and a nitrogen pair 
state. An isolated N state and an isolated nitrogen pair have energy 
of 1.63eV and 1.42eV respectively, the latter of similar energy to the 
conduction band edge of GaAs. In the case of the anomalous 
result, one nitrogen pair state is formed, which accounts for the 
sudden drop in fr, as the pair state lies close in energy to the 
conduction band edge; in the other four structures, no nitrogen pairs 
are formed, which accounts for the greater value of fr. Also, 
because x is only 0.01, the N states are isolated well enough from 
each other that the observed effect shows up clearly between 
structures with one or more nitrogen pairs and structures with no 
nitrogen pairs. For the second and third cases (x=0.02 and 0.03), 
the isolated N and nitrogen pair (NN) states start to merge to form a 
band of states, by forming larger N complexes of various energies 
within the energy gap between the two levels. This leads to a 
spread in fp that shows more variation and less discreteness in the 
results. For the cases where we include indium, there are two 
competing effects on fp. The first, which is the stronger for low In 
content, increases the spread in fp due to the creation of new 
unique N states of discrete energy, which is shown by the increased 
variation in fp for the fourth set of calculations (x=0.02, y=0.15). The 
second effect, which becomes stronger than the first with increasing 
In content, reduces the variation in fp, which is shown quite strongly 
in the final set of results (x=0.02, y=0.30). This second effect is due
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to,increasing separation between the InGaAs conduction band edge 
and the nitrogen band,
iv. The LCLIS model is able to reproduce the full sp^s* calculations, 
and just as importantly, the variations in these calculations to good 
accuracy.
7.5.2 Effect of nitrogen correlations and the energies of nitrogen disorder 
on the calculated band-gap for lnyGai_yNxAsi_x systems
We expect that the strong disorder in GaN As electronic structure will tend 
to local fluctuations in the energy gap. This is consistent for instance with 
the observed broadening of photoreflectance spectra with increasing N 
content in GaNxAsi_x structures [53]. To estimate the effects of statistical 
fluctuations in local composition and ordering, we have carried out a series 
of large supercell calculations using the LCLIS model. We assume a cube 
of volume (12a)^, where a is the lattice constant of GaAs, which contains 
M = 6912 anions. This is comparable to the volume occupied by a band 
edge exiton in GaNAs. It was therefore deemed appropriate to use a 
supercell of this size in our calculations to show the extent of band edge 
broadening as a result of statistical fluctuations in the N state distribution, 
by calculating the LCLIS energy spectrum for several random distributions 
of N atoms within this supercell.
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7.5.2.1 Calculation of the statistical variation in the nitrogen band 
spectrum
The states of the N band Ta,/ of energy Ea,/ are given by the solutions of 
the AxA block matrix of the Hamiltonian H which describes the InjGaM- 
jNaAsm-a system. Each state is coupled to the conduction band edge Ter, 
of the InjGaM-jAsM sysytem, by the matrix element V ac./, where V ac,/ = < T a ./  
|H|Tcr>. Figures 1a-1d shows the magnitude of Vac,! versus the energy of 
the nitrogen states relative to the valence band maximum averaged over 
twenty (12af supercell calculations for 1a) A=69,J=0 (GaN0.01As0.99); 1b) 
A=207,J=0 (GaN0.03As0.97); 1c) A=69,J=2074 (Ga0.7ln0.3N0.01As0.99) and Id) 
A=207,J=2074 (Ga0.7ln0.3N0.03As0.97), with A and J being the number of N 
and In atoms in the (12a)^ supercell respectively. In these calculations we 
include the effects of biaxial strain, where it is assumed that the alloy is 
grown on a GaAs substrate. The figures highlight the relative importance 
of the different nitrogen band states that are involved in the interaction with 
the conduction band edge. (The energy of the unperturbed conduction 
band edge is indicated by the dashed line to show where the N band 
states lie relative to the unperturbed edge). A comparison of all four figures 
shows how Vng(En) changes for different compositions of nitrogen and 
indium. Increasing nitrogen composition tends to broaden features in the N 
band spectrum, as N states start to overlap to form larger N complexes, 
while the introduction of indium gives a N band spectrum that is much 
more detailed with more discrete types of defect state. The various classes 
of N state are described in the following section.
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FIGURE 7.1: Distribution of N states In lOyGai^yNxASiVGaAs strained alloys for (a) 
x=0.01 and y=0.0, (b) x=0.03 and y=0.0, (c) x=0.01 and y=0.30 and (d) x=0.03 and 
y=0.30. The results were obtained by averaging over many large random structures. 
Indicated at points within the spectrum are various types of N-state (described In the text), 
as well as the position of the N-free conduction band edge by the vertical dashed line.
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Z.5.2.2 Description of key features in the N band spectrum
The N band spectrum for small x is comprised of two main types of defect 
state. Firstly, states associated with isolated N sites, referred to as N 
states, and secondly, states associated with nitrogen pairs, referred to as 
NN states, where two nitrogen atoms share the same group III nearest 
neighbour. The majority of the nitrogen make-up the band of single N 
states (labelled N in figures 7.1 a-b), while a small fraction of N atoms form 
the NN-pair band (labelled NN in figures 7.1 a-b). The figures show this to 
be situated about 200-300 meV below the isolated N band, very near to 
the conduction band edge in lnyGai_yNxAsi_x/GaAs strained alloys. For the 
case where we introduce indium (figures 7.1 c-d) the isolated N band is 
split into 5 sub-bands. The states that make up the five sub-bands have 
been discussed in detail in sections 3.x and 7.3.2. However, to summarise, 
each band is made-up of states associated with a nitrogen atom that has 
the same number of In nearest neighbours (5 possibilities labelled N0-N4 
in fig. 7.1 c-d, where the number indicates the number of In nearest 
neighbours). The sub-band with the lowest energy is made up of states 
associated with N atoms that have no In nearest neighbours (labelled NO 
in fig. 7.1 c-d), with the remaining sub-bands shifted up by an amount in 
proportion to the number of In nearest neighbours over a range of about 
SOOmeV.
For the case of NN states, the introduction of In creates many possible 
permutations in the nearest neighbour shells of both N atoms, several of 
which have a distinctly different effect on its energy.
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Figure 7.2: Schematic diagram showing local bonding environment 
of N-N pairs
Figure 7.2 shows two nitrogen atoms in the x-y plane that form a nitrogen 
pair, where the two nitrogen atoms have a nearest neighbour in common 
(Indicated by 0). We can classify the 7 nearest neighbour cation sites into 
3 types. These influence the energy of the NN state differently in a 
quarternary alloy, where the 7 neighbouring sites can be either Ga or In. 
For example, replacing Ga with In on a site indicated by a 2, has a 
different effect on the energy than on a site indicated by a 1 or 0. By far 
the most influential site is the site of the nearest neighbour in common. NN 
states for all possible nearest neighbour permutations can be grouped into 
one of two separate bands, according to whether site 0 is Ga or In. For 
permutations where 0=Ga, the energy of the NN state lies between 
1.4-1.5 eV relative to the valence band edge of bulk GaAs. The states in 
this energy range can be further divided into two sub sets, with the lower 
energy set for those states where one of the N atoms has no In nearest 
neighbours. We label these two sub sets as NGaN(l) and NGaN(II) for the
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lower and higher energy set respectively in figure 7.1c. For permutations 
where 0=ln, the energy of the NN state lies between 1.6-1.8 eV relative to 
the valence band edge of bulk GaAs. This band is of less importance, as 
its energy overlaps the isolated N state band. The energies quoted here 
are given on the assumption that, for each permutation, the rest of the 
crystal is GaAs, while the energies are quoted for the symmetric (bonding) 
combination of the two N states that form the nitrogen pair: this is the 
combination which interacts with the conduction band edge. For the case 
where the remaining crystal is In As the energies are shifted down by about 
0.2 eV. Also indicated in the figures, labelled NNN, are another class of 
defect state, which are associated with clusters of three N atoms, where 
each N atom shares the same group III nearest neighbour. For the 
concentration of nitrogen used in the calculations, these states are of little 
importance. In fact this remains the case when the composition is <-0.1.
7.5.2.3 Effects of nitrogen disorder on the calculated band gap and 
related transition energies
Figures 7.3a-d shows 20 plots of fractional T character |(%r|%xr)|^, versus 
energy %r. relative to the valence band edge, where V  and xj^-f are the 
solutions of the appropriate InjGaM-jNAAsM-A Hamiltonian H. For each plot 
we use one of the Ax A block matrices generated in section 7.5.2.1.
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FIGURE 7.3: Distribution of conduction band r-character in lnyGai_yNxAsi_x/GaAs 
strained alloys for (a) x=0.01 and y=0.0, (b) x=0.03 and y=0.0, (c) x=0.01 and y=0.30 and 
(d) x=0.03 and y=0.30. the results were obtained by averaging over many large random 
structures. The labelled peaks relate to various important transition energies, which are 
described in the text. The inset in (c) shows the calculated effect of applied hydrostatic 
pressure.
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In figures 7.3a-d it can be seen that broadening in the peak, in terms of 
the conduction band f  character distribution, which corresponds to the 
band gap transition, E_, is shown to increase significantly with nitrogen 
composition. The large increase in this broadening from x=0.01 to x=0.03 
is mainly due to the interaction with the close-lying NN band, which varies 
in strength according to the number of NN pairs formed in the supercells. 
As the nitrogen composition increases, the number, and variation in 
number of NN pairs increases, and consequently, the strength and 
variation in strength of their interaction with the conduction band edge 
increases, thus leading to greater broadening in E_. In addition, the NN 
band starts to broaden out with increasing x as a result of NN pair 
interactions with states associated with nearby N atoms. This results In the 
formation of larger N complexes of various energies, which via interaction, 
leads to an increased spread of f  ic character.
7.5.3 Reduction of the zone centre LCLIS Hamiltonian to a Two-band 
Hamiltonian for Disordered GaNxAsi_x with a random distribution of 
N atoms
We expect the statistical distribution of N states for x<~0.1 can be made 
up approximately of 1 - P n n (x ) single N states and P n n (x ) NN states, where 
P n n ( x ) is the fraction of nitrogen that form nitrogen pairs. Note that within 
this range of x, the fraction that form higher order N states i.e. states with 3 
or 4 nitrogen atoms sharing the same cation, is very small in comparison 
and can therefore be neglected. By also neglecting any broadening in the
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N and NN bands, their average energy can be given by that of the two 
isolated cases, E no and E nno respectively. With these approximations we 
can reduce the zone centre LCLIS Hamiltonian to a 3x3 matrix given by
H =
Eno 0
0 N^NO ^
7(1-P„„(x));8^x E ^-a x
(7.33)
where, statistically, Pnn(x)=12x, and we assume the same value of /g for a 
NN pair as for an isolated N state.
If we assume the average N-band energy, , is given by 
E n = P n n (x ) E nno+ ( 1 - P n n (x ) ) E no , equation (7.33) can then be reduced to the 
2x2 matrix
H = ^ E n o -V X  Px'"" 
Px '^^  E , -aXy
(7.34)
where
K = 12(E^o-EA/No). (7.35)
Equation (7.33) can then be used to give a good approximaticnof E_.
We calculate, respectively, that E no and E nno = 1 63 and 1.42 eV, which 
gives y=2.5eV. This is in excellent agreement with the value of /=2.55 that 
was calculated using the full sp^s* Hamiltonian (chapter 3) and in good 
agreement with the value of K=2eV that was chosen to fit the variation in 
bandgap with N composition determined by various experiments [9,10].
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7.5.4 Reduction of the LCLIS Hamiltonian to a Modified Three-band k.P 
Hamiltonian for Disordered GaNxAsi_x with a random distribution of 
N atoms
For a statistical distribution of N atoms, the LCLIS k-dependent 
Hamiltonian matrix and 8 matrix can be reduced to a 2x2 k-dependent 
Hamiltonian matrix and a unit matrix respectively that give approximately 
equivalent solutions for the conduction band dispersion. This 2x2 
Hamiltonian H(k)is given by
H(k) =
e„(k)-KX -,8o(k)x1/2 \
-,9o(k)x"' e„(k)-<7(k)x
(7.36)
where EM(k)is the average energy of the N states at wavevector k, given 
by
Ê E A .i(k^ V ^ ,,(k f
EN(k) = (7.37)
S|VA.,;(k)|
i
and yffo(k)is the coupling parameter between the N-band and the
conduction band state with wavevector k, given by
- i1 /2
>^o(k) =
E .(k)and V^^i(k) are given, respectively, by 
E -  2V^,, (k)* S (k) -  E. (k)|S (k)l'
1-|S w (k )f
and
(7.38)
(7.39)
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(‘k^.,|AH|MJ,(k)) (7.40)
whereE^i(k)andV^j.j(k)are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors (i=1,..A) of 
the AxA block matrix of the LCLIS Hamiltonian H describing the 
GawNAAsM-A system, AH is the defect Hamiltonian, 4*c(k) is the 
wavefunction of the conduction band state with wavevector k given at 
each N site by eq. (7.33) andS/^^/k) = (^A,i|'^c(k)) ■
For systems where the N sites are all given by superlattice basis vectors b 
and for special k-points, where k.b=2n;r is satisfied for all basis vectors, 
then E^(k) and the total V^g(k)andSNc(k)are given by one solution of the 
AxA block matrix.
For k along the z direction equation (7.36) can be extended to the three- 
band k.P Hamltonian
E^(x,k) "
E , - a ^ k ^ -a ^ x  
P^x^'^k -P ,k
Af'
P^k
E  ^+ or^k^+a^x
(7.41)
for GaNAs alloys, whereE^(x,k) = E;^ o -yx-Kr,^(x,k). Aside froma^(x,/c), 
which is described as a function of kz and x in figure 7.3, all other 
parameters have been defined and evaluated for GaNAs in previous 
chapters. Also, we can take onc and Pn to equal zero as the k-dependent 
part of AH is not large enough to play a significant role (see their values in 
comparison to the other parameters of eq. (5.1)).
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FIGURE 7.4: Average N-band dispersion in GaNxAsi_x calcuiated using the LCLiS 
method (dots) for various x indicated next to each curve. The resuits were obtained by 
averaging over many iarge random structures. Shown for comparison are the results for a 
Ga32NiAssi unit ceil calculated using the k.P (dashed line) and the LCLIS (triangles) 
methods. The solid lines are given by the function ak^ , where a=21.9x
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Figure 7.4 shows a plot ofE^(x,/c) against wavevector k along the z 
direction for various N compositions (solid lines), given in each case by 
averaging over many random structures. Figure 7.4 also shows En as a 
function of for the ordered Gas2NiAs3i unit cell (dashed line) for 
comparison as given by the appropriate eigenstate of the N-related 3x3 
block matrix of the accurate five-band k.P Hamltonian in chapter 5, which 
is decoupled from the conduction band edge and valence band maximum. 
The points indicated by triangles at the r ,  kz-7il4a and k^nI2a  points are 
calculated for the equivalent Ga5i2Ni6As496 unit cell of dimension 
4ax4ax8a using the LCLIS model, where here the “independent” N state 
T^ no is derived from the 4ax4ax8a superceil containing one N atom\ 
Firstly, the comparison between the results given by the 3x3 block matrix 
for Ga32NiAs3i and that given by the LCLIS model for the equivalent 
system at the valid k points shows that the LCLIS model works well for a 
general wave vector. Secondly, Figure 7.4 shows a large difference in the 
k dependence o f b e tw e e n  the ordered Ga32NiAs3i unit cell and that 
which is given for a disordered GaNxAsi_x supercell with the same nitrogen 
composition. In the ordered structure E^ increases quickly with k, while in 
the disordered structure, E^  ^ decreases slowly with k. This slow decrease 
in Ejy with k, is apparent in all the disordered systems we have 
considered. However the figure also shows that the rate of decrease in E^ 
increases with increasing N composition. The solid lines in the figure are
^This state is not strictly an Isolated N state, as the minimum number of atoms required 
for this is about 1728 for cubic supercelis, however this is of no consequence for 
calculations at these k points for the Ga5 i2Ni6As496 system.
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given by the function %(x)k^ which has been fitted to the data points in 
the each case. From this we find that cr^  varies as â^x , where 
=21.9eVA^. The results presented here and earlier should provide 
useful estimates of how the various parameters in the three-band 
Hamiltonian of equation (7.41 ) vary with N composition in GaNxAsi_x. More 
work is however still required to identify and confirm the optimum values of 
these parameters.
7.6 Summary and Conclusions
In summary we have developed a simple yet accurate model that 
describes the band structure of disordered lnyGai_yNxAsi_x alloys via the 
interaction between a statistical distribution of nitrogen states described 
using a linear combination of isolated states and the conduction band 
edge of InyGai.yAs. Using this model to carry out calculations for a very 
large sample of randomly distributed N atoms, we estimated the statistical 
variation of the resonant band spectrum and showed how random alloy 
disorder effects broaden the band edge with increasing N and In 
composition. We have emphasised the important influence that N-N pairs 
have on the band gap bowing, leading us to propose a three-band and 
then a modified two-band anti-crossing model by treating the N-N pairs 
separately from isolated atoms. Finally, we have shown how to adapt the 
band anti-crossing model to describe the dispersion of GaNxAsi.x at finite 
wavevector k for a very large sample of randomly distributed N atoms
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using the LCLIS model to estimate the variation in x and k of the various 
matrix elements.
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CHAPTER 8
Final Summary and Conclusion
in the work carried out in this thesis we have used the tight-binding method to 
provide a strong case to support the theory of a two-band anti-crossing model 
describing the interaction between the conduction band edge and a higher- 
lying band of resonant nitrogen states in GaNxAsi_x and lnyGai_yNxAsi_x 
alloys. Using an accurate sp^s* tight-binding Hamiltonian, we have, for the 
first time, derived the functional dependence of the matrix elements of the 
two-band model and evaluated its parameters cr, ^  and En. Using the model 
we have shown it to be accurate for band gap calculations up to a range of 
nitrogen composition, x of around 0.1 and have used it to calculate other 
important properties of the alloy throughout this range.
We have explicitly identified the resonant state, which has been shown to be 
highly localised and remains largely unchanged up to large nitrogen 
concentrations. In alloys containing indium, we have shown that the N state is 
strongly influenced by its local environment. We found that a unique N state 
exists for each of the five different nearest neighbour configurations and 
showed how ^  and En varied for each of these configurations as well as with 
overall indium composition.
Based on the finding that the N state is highly localised and that its character 
remains largely unchanged up to large nitrogen concentrations, we have
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developed a simple yet accurate model that can describe the InGaNAs 
system with a very large number of randomly distributed N atoms. We have 
used the model to show how a statistical distribution of N states effects the 
resonant band spectrum and its variation with N and In composition; and 
have shown how variations in this distribution can lead to fluctuations in the 
energy gap and other calculated transition energies. In this we have showed 
the importance of N-N pair states.
We have shown that for a GagzNiAssi system, the resonant state can be 
given by an Arsymmetric combination of L and two-thirds I  states weighted 
approximately two-to-one, which we also found to apply to most other 
A32N1B31 systems. Using this and a generalised form for the Arsymmetric 
defect Hamiltonian, we have derived simple yet accurate expressions for ^  
and En in terms of just two atomic properties and the energy of the L and two- 
thirds I  points in the host compound. We have carried out a detailed analysis 
to show how the various components of this defect Hamiltonian effects the 
values of p and En, and have shown that in its complete form isoelectronic 
impurities other than nitrogen only give rise to a minor perturbation in the 
band structure of lll-V compounds. We suggest here that with a small number 
of modifications, the model presented In chapter 6 can be extended to treat, 
In relevant cases, defect states in either conduction or valence band with 
either Ai or Td -like symmetry.
Finally, we have extended the two-band anti-crossing model and derived a 
multi-band k.P Hamiltonian that describes the band structure of ordered
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GaNAs systems and of GaNAs with a statistical distribution of N states. We 
finally note that this multi-band Hamiltonian has been extended by others to 
treat GalnNAs/GaAs quantum well structures of various well widths and 
under various applied pressure conditions with excellent results. [53]
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